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Culturefest

Committee
tightens rules
for election
Rules for Student Government
presidential elections clarified
By Emma Potvin
From nominations to inauguration, the Fair
Elections Practices Commission will be working
behind the scenes of the student body presidential
election to make sure everything runs smoothly.
Starting around Nov. 5, the committee will post
flyers to remind students where to get nomination
paperwork, when nominations must be in and when
the election will take place. Alana Brown is in charge
of publicity.
Nelson Carson is the new inaugural director. He
is responsible for running the inauguration ceremony which takes place a week after the election is
finalized.
The committee's busiest time is the three months
or so before the elections. The commission recently
took on two new members,Carson and Carrie-Anne

Chris Pappas 4. The Maine Campus

Young,to help with the extra workload that comes at Anne Akoa and Shaun Christian promote the African Student Association during UMaine's Culturefest on Saturday.
election time.
Spring is quieter. Though clubs can use the FEPC
to oversee their elections, few do. Chair Jonathan
Charette explained,"If they go through us,they have
to follow our guidelines." Most clubs handle their
own elections so they can follow their own rules.
The General Student Senate does not have that
option. Before campaigning begins, Charette meets
with each of the candidates to go over the rules.

See FEPC on page 7
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Have you had a paranormal experience on
campus?

73%

Yes.
No.
I'm not sure

23%
73%
0°/0

Do you feel that student government
represents your interests? To answer
and view the poll, please visit our
Web site. www.mainecampus.com

Alumni advises
freshman class

Grand opening
for new commons

Class of 1944 inspires teamwork
among new undergraduate students

Hilltop Commons renovation to be
commemorated on Wednesday, Nov.7

By Rhlannon Sawtelle

By Katee Stearns

When Alvin McNeilly,class agent for the class of 1944, was asked to
speak at the Traditions Weekend in the fall of 2006, he was looking to
introduce some old traditions to a new class. Speaking to the incoming
class of 2010, Alvin challenged the class of "rascals" to step up and
exceed his own;perhaps the most generous class the university has seen.
With a total of around $8 million in contributions to the university and
another $3 million planned, the Class of 1944's McNeilly was on hand
to receive the award on behalf of his class. aass agents of2010,Gimbala
Sankare and Ashley Robinson, were also on hand as the Class of 1944
has recently "adopted" them.
After finding out that classes no longer elected class officers until senior year, McNeilly wanted to make some changes on campus and started by taking 2010 under his wing."I expect you rascals to follow the lead
of the Class of 1944 and, with your size and energy, far surpass us,"
McNeilly said.
He has also promised that the Class of 1944 will assist the Class of
2010 financially. "Not only will we challenge you, we'll help you,"
McNeilly said.
The Class of 2010 is the first in over 50 years to elect class officers
before senior year and write their own constitution."We are strengthening community within our class. They [the Class of'44] were the ones
that pushed us," Sankare, class officer of 2010, said. They will hold a

hilltop Commons will celebrate its grand opening on
Wednesday, Nov. 7, after four months of major reconstruction.
"It's very exciting," Claire Lint said, assistant dining
service manager at the commons. "It's a fun,student-oriented, customer service kind of place. We're really here for the
students and, without them, we wouldn't have this great
place to work."
The grand opening ceremony will celebrate this newly
renovated facility, all of the parties that were involved with
the project and the student body. Glenn Taylor, executive
chef for Black Bear Dining also noted that prizes will be
drawn for students who eat at the commons throughout the
day.
For the past three years, the building closed. It was
stripped for remodeling in May, was complete Aug. 31, and
now serves an average of 600-10(X) students per meal.
Funding for the project was provided by a revenue bond
which, Taylor explained, is essentially a loan taken out by
dining services.
Major modifications of the building include six venues
for food options within the European-style kitchen that

See 1944 on page 6

See HILLTOP on page 7
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Cost of birth control rises at UM student runs for
universities across the nation government position
Students feel the financial strain as schools are unable to keep
easy access to prescription contraceptives at affordable rates
By Meghan Hayward

A recent issue for students at many colleges
and universities across the nation is affordable
access to contraceptives on campus.
"I think a lot of efforts are put forth by a lot
of different groups on this campus [University
of Maine] to make sure there are opportunities
offered for students regarding safe sex practices," Richard Young, Interim Practice
Manager for Cutler Health Services, said. "I
don't see it as something being overlooked."
The University of Maine is home to the
Cutler Healthcare Facility. Students are provided with free condoms and females can have their
birth control prescriptions refilled at the facility.
These are all steps toward safe sex practices on
the UMaine campus. However, there are some
downfalls and concerns with these resources.
For over a decade college campus health care
facilities have been a resource for budget-conscious female students seeking birth control. As
a result of agreements with pharmaceutical
companies, most campus clinics were able to
distribute brand name prescription contraceptives, from pills to the patch to the monthly
vaginal device NuvaRing, for no more than a
few dollars.
However, that all ended earlier this year. The
Deficit Reduction Act of 2005 has altered how
drug makers calculate Medicaid-related rebates
that are paid to the state. This has made it difficult for companies to offer discounts to schools
on birth control. It has changed the cost of campus birth control prescriptions from the $3 to
$10 range to the $30 to $50 range per month.
At UMaine the cost of birth control for
female students can range anywhere from $15 to
$60 a month. The price depends on whether it is
a generic or name brand. The Cutler facility carries around seven different types, varying in
generic and name brand.
price
The
increase has caused some campuses to stop
offering birth control. Bowdoin College is the
closest.
While Bowdoin has stopped providing birth
control on their campus, a middle school in

Are you a Pirate?
6:00 p.m. Coe Room,
Memorial Union
Discussion on music
downloading by attorney Ray
Beckerman who is leading the
fight against the RIAA and music
sharing lawsuits.

his age to be the focal point of
his campaign. "People might
say I look like I'm 16, but when
I open my mouth I hope they listen to what I have to say," he
said.
Despite his age, Sterling
believes he has enough experience to be a successful council
member. In addition to his time
as vice president of Student
Government, Sterling
has
served on the school board for
the town of Skowhegan and has
been asked three times to run for
state Legislature.
"I have been asked to run for
the Maine State Senate and I
had to tell them [I] wasn't old
enough yet," he said. "I know a
fair amount of how municipal
government works."
Derek Mitchell, vice president of Student Entertainment,
believes Sterling could bring a
welcome change to Bangor.
"Aaron's candidacy for
Council is sort of cutting edge
for Bangor—bringing a bit of
youth into an otherwise stuffy
scene largely meant for older
folks," Mitchell said.
Sterling believes it is easier
to appeal to young voters
because of his age but more
needs to be done to encourage
younger people to vote. William
Pomerleau,
Student
Government president, agreed..
"Apathy is huge among voters period, but exponentially
higher with young voters,"
Pomerleau said. "You need to
catch their interest and show

By Samuel Cohen

Aaron Sterling, a University
Portland is now beginning to offer birth control
of
Maine student and former
prescriptions through their health center to its
vice president of Student
students, who range in age from 11 to 13.
Government, is running for one
Condoms have been available at the school
of
three open seats in the
since 2000.
Bangor
City Council.
Some college females have begun using an
Sterling,
who will graduate
alternative source by going to a family planning
this December with a double
center.
major in public management
According to the Family Planning
and
political science, is one of
Association of Maine's Web site, the association
six candidates vying for three
in Maine provides funding, technical support
open spots on the council this
and quality assurance to 30 clinics statewide
election
cycle. Two of those
serving over 30,000 women and teens annually.
candidates
are incumbents.
There are clinics located in Augusta, Belfast,
According
to Sterling the sitDamariscotta and Rockland. These facilities
uation is comparable to four
provide various health care services including
candidates running for one seat,
oral and injectable contraceptives, emergency
as
it is historically much easier
contraceptives, screening, diagnosis and treatincumbents to win in a secfor
ment of sexually transmitted infections and
ond
election.
breast and cervical cancer screening.
"No matter what happens
According to Susan Lord, Nurse Practitioner
there is going to be a new counat Augusta Family Planning Center, throughout
cil
member. I hope I can talk to
the entire state, all planning clinics have had a
enough
voters so that I will be
$239,000 cost increase on contraceptives as a
that
new
member," Sterling
result of the Deficit Reduction Act.
said.
"The family planning centers in Maine base
The Bangor City Council has
the cost of their birth control on a sliding fee
nine
seats with each member
scale, depending on your income and whether or
serving
terms.
three-year
not you're insured," Lord said.
Municipal
elections
nonparare
The lowest cost of birth control at these clinics is by donation and the highest price is $19 tisan so the candidate's names
are listed alphabetically by last
per month.
name,
not by party affiliation.
One student, who spoke on condition of
Should
Sterling win, he will
anonymity, noted that the price of her birth conjoin
a
of young candidates
list
trol preEcription had been cut in half when she
gaining political power in the
filled it at the Penquis Center
state. The Maine House of
There are condoms available at UMaine free
Representativ
es has had a legisof charge. The concern with these resources is
lator from Orono under the age
that not all students are aware of this or where
of 30 for the last 15 years.
they can be found. Students can get free conSterling, 26, does not want
doms at Cutler, in the Alcohol and Drug
Education office, in the Peer Educators office
See UM on
and in the Rainbow Resource Center.
The biggest issue with the locations providing condoms is the hours students are able to go
in and get condoms. Most of the offices are
open from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., which causes some

See BIRTH on page 6

COMMUNITY CALENDAR
MONDAY

Sterling campaigns for Bangor City Council

TUESDAY
Introduction to
InDesign
9:30 a.m. Fogler
Library Classroom
Adobe Suite Training.

WEDNESDAY

ocr

30

Wellness Walk
12:00 p.m. Memorial Gym
Led by Jake Ward, part of the
Healthy U Fall Walking Series;
in case of inclement weather,
meet at the Recreation and
Fitness Center

Diversity
Dialogue
8:30 a.m. FFA
Room Memorial
Union
part of the Peace Studies
Diversity Dialogues Series.
Study Abroad Fair
12:30 p.m. Ground Floor
Memorial Union
Come speak to study abroad
representatives from on and
off campus; a MUST event for
all students interested in
studying abroad.
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Monday: Mostly sunny

44 30
high

low

Tuesday: Sunny

52 32
high

low

Wednesday: Mostly cloudy

56 44
high

low

Thursday. Mostly sunny

53 32
high

To submit your event to The Maine Campus Community Calendar please send time, day, date, location
and fee information to HeathecSteevesiaumit.maine.edu or drop it off in our offices, located in the basement of Memorial Union. Deadlines for submissions are 9 a.m. Sunday for Monday publication and 9 am.
Wednesday for Thursday publication,

page 5

low

Friday: Sunny

48 30
high

low
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UT
AVETO
MY DORM WINDOW WITH MY HEAD TILTED
45 DEGREES TO GET RECEPTION.
U.S. Cellular offers you a
30-Day Network Trial that gives
you the space and the freedom to
make sure your phone works where
you want to use it and not just
where you're forced to use it.
U.S. Cellular is wireless
where you matter mostP4

*.U.S.Cellular
getusc.com 1-888-BUY-USCC

Kyocera Strobe

30-Day Guarantee: Customer is responsible for any charges incurred prior to return. t; 2007 U.S. Cellular Corporation,
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What's the best Halloween costume
you 've ever worn?

I've never had a
Halloween costume.
Aruna Sigdel
Biochemistry

I was Peter Pan, and I got
to wear tights when I was
four.
Jay Parrish
Communication

[He Twiggy mod dress that !
I put together
Chelsea Lucas
Environmental Science I

Professor claims University
culture inspires violence
UMaine Professor describes the hostile nature of American
colleges and universities in Socialist and Marxist lecture
providing technology to help militaries and homeland
security, and he asked what this means for democraAt Thursday's Socialist and Marxist Lecture cy.
Series, philosophy professor Douglas Allen claimed
"Ninety percent of the world's violence is humanthat the structural system of educational institutions ly caused," he said, and, therefore, it is preventable.
promotes hostility, including the way professors Allen said the main benefit of education is that it can
relate to their students. Universities working as vio- teach long-term preventative means that would get at
the root causes of violence, and universities should
lent systems was the topic of the lecture.
"The grade can be like the gun. Teachers can use explore non-violent options to education.
Universities have confronted the issue of violence
the grade in a very manipulative way." He said that he
was looking at violence in education in a holistic way, since the shooting at Virginia Tech.
UMaine launched a campus-wide emergency alert
including hostility in actions, attitudes and body language. He said that these "multidimensional" aspects system to inform students of emergencies on campus.
of aggression need to be approached when universi- The Safe Campus Project at the university is a proties are teaching about nonviolence.
gram run through the Women's Resource Center that
"The institution itself is a very violent institution," sponsors events around campus aimed at preventing
Allen said. He went on to say that business within violence. They are involved in the yearly Rock
universities creates hostility."We are socialized into a Against Rape event and provide free counseling and
very violent world view, usually of which we're not advice to students at their office in Fernald Hall.
The University also has a "Campus Eyes" proeven conscious."
The kinds of violence Allen described are what he gram, in which students or faculty can report violent
sees as underlying hostilities in the way the education or illegal activity anonymously by calling university
system operates, which may lead to overt kinds of police. There are also 30 emergency call boxes locatphysical violence. Allen said it is important to "trans- ed around campus that connect directly to Public
mit knowledge in a non-oppressive way."
Safety and can be used in an emergency to ask for an
According to Allen, the usual approach in univer- escort or simply to speak to someone in the Public
sities is to educate students so they are successful in a Safety office.
competitive world. He cited examples such as ecoIn 2006, there were 17 forcible sexual assault
nomics, business, political science and law, in which cases reported on campus,30 simple assault cases and
students are taught to adapt to certain values and to no reported cases of aggravated assault, according to
operate in what he called the "permanent Ivar econo- the University of Maine Safety and Security
my." He said that universities are assisting the "mili- Information Report of 2006.
"If you're aiming for democratic goals, you have
tary-industrial complex."
"You see it here at this university and other uni- to focus on democratic means." Allen ended by sayversities." He said educational institutions are often a ing, "I have a view that what unites us as human
direct part of wars. Allen also said universities are beings is more fundamental than what divides us."
By Amanda Maccabe

UMaine receives $2.5 million to
develop bullet-proof panels
A University invention is designed to provide combat protection

A red pajama suit and it
1 had a plastic butt in the
back. It had an inflatable
sheep on a belt around
your waist.
1 Adam Rice
1 Political Science

By Kurt Klappenbach

A cat. I wore 'rt like five !
years in a row. It was a
family favorite, !
Joe Gaudet
Computer Engineering !

The Advanced Engineered Wood Composite
Center at the University of Maine has been awarded
an additional $2.5 million contract to continue its
development of life saving technologies for the combat zone.
The center has been developing a new type of
panel, which was unveiled this past March,to be used
in tents and other portable structures. It is capable of
stopping fragments from mortar blasts and bullets
from small arms fire.
The two year contract was awarded by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers to the center based partly
on successful testing of the Modular Ballistic
Protection System panels.
The panels developed at the University have far
exceeded original expectations.
"They have successfully taken blasts from simulated car bombs and suicide bombers," Larry Parent,
project director, said.
Habib Dahger, the center director, said the award
was also based on the center's rapid development
time and their ability to keep costs down.
The center was approached by the corps in 2005
to develop the panels. The first prototypes went to
Iraq one year later. Additional prototypes are being
Used by the Tenth Mountain Division in
Afghanistan, which includes units of the Maine

National Guard.
Dahger also said that the development of the panels was especially fast. He cited the need by troops in
Iraq and Afghanistan and added that it typically takes
the army seven years to get to field testing.
The panels, designed to be lightweight and
portable, act as liners for the large tents that soldiers
live and work in when in the field.
The panels are built like a sandwich with a wood
core and multiple layers of fiber and resin around that
core.
"The Army wanted something as close as possible
to wood for ease of construction," Parent said.
The panels are lightweight, can be assembled by
just a few soldiers without tools, are ultraviolet and
scratch resistant and are white to make tent interiors
brighter. They are also completely recyclable.
The grant will be used for further prototype testing and the development of a new panel designed to
go with a new type of tent the army is planning on
deploying in the future.
Dahger hopes they are one step closer to large
scale manufacture and deployment of the panels.
The goal is not only to protect troops in harm's way
but to create jobs here in Maine.
"Beyond military and national security, the same
technology can be used for hurricane-resistant
housing and earthquake-resistant housing," Dahger
said.

1 I was a pokemon character
1 The yellow one.
Katherine Rowbotham
Political Science

www.mainecampus.com
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Three UM women recognized

Police
Beat

Improvements acknowledged with MaryAnn Hartman award

The best from Orono,
Old Town and
UMaine 's finest

Complaint of shot fired
Police received a complaint that a shot was fired at
Orchard Trails apartments.
No injuries were reported.
Witnesses reported that the
shot was fired around midnight on Saturday. Police
said they chased a person
into the woods and used a
Tazer. Witnesses said the
incident occurred behind
building three. No other
information was available by
press time.

Child pornography
found on laptop

was identified as Christopher
Martineau, 20, of Old Town.
He was issued a summons for
possession of liquor by a
minor. He was told to leave
the tailgating area.

Vehicle issues continue
At 3:10 p.m. on Oct. 25, a
resident of Hart Hall reported parking her vehicle in the
Beta Parking Lot the previous night at 10 p.m. When
she retuned, her passenger
side
mirror
had
been
knocked off. The damages
were estimated at $300.

Stolen purse
On Oct. 18, Kunqi Zhang,
of Orono, was charged with
possession
of
sexually
explicit materials. On Feb.
13, the police received a call
from
Instructional
Technology and Computer
Repair reporting that a male,
Zhang, had brought a laptop
into the store for a repair.
The technicians that were
working on the laptop found
what they believed to be
child pornography on the
computer. A search warrant
was attained, and the computer was seized. As a result
of the search, images of children between the ages 12-16
engaged in sexually explicit
conduct were found.

Man urinating outside
At 3:33 p.m. on Oct. 13,
an officer was working during the homecoming football
(Jame
t,
• The officer observed a
male urinating near the
building. He was stopped
and detained. He was carrying a bottle of beer. The male

5

At 9:35 p.m. on Oct. 24, a
resident of Androscoggin
Hall reported that someone
had entered her room early in
the day. Her purse and the
contents inside were stolen.
She had a cell phone, cash
and several credit cards
inside the purse. She'had left
her door open during the day.
The issue is still under investigation. Police are warning
people to lock their doors.

always polishes her stories until they shine."
Jacobs, the second recipient, who lives in
Orono, is receiving the Hartman award because
Each year, three Maine women who show of her contribution to land preservation across
achievement in arts, politics, education, business Maine.
or community service are presented with the
Jacobs says she "has been involved in land
MaryAnn Hartman award. This year, the recipi- conservation and trail creation since 1976. My
ents were Alicia Anstead, Sally Jacobs and work includes getting grants and helping design
Hannah Price, who,in their own way, have made the Orono to Old Town bike path and lanes on
large contributions to the state of Maine.
the main road of Orono."
Finding these three women was no easy task.
Jacobs, a founder and organizer of the
Angela Hart, an administrative aide for the Caribou Bog-Penjajavvoc Corridor Project is
Women's Curriculum Series, says that a commit- thrilled to be considered for the award. "I have
tee composed of University of Maine faculty and three wonderful children and three grandchildren
staff meet throughout the summer to sort through so this means a lot to me and my family," Jacobs
nominees. "There is often a large pool to choose said.
from, therefore the decision is never easy," Hart
The last recipient, Price, resides in Portland
said. Ann Schonberger, of the Women's Studies and is instrumental in working for peace and jusDepartment, agrees. "What impresses me each tice across Maine and New England.
year as a member of the selection committee, is
"My life has been divided between action and
that we never lack for candidates from a wide work," Price said. Known for her anti-war work
variety of fields and from many parts of the dating back to the 1960s, Price is the coordinator
state."
for the Hancock County People for Peace in
The first recipient is Anstead, a Bangor Daily Vietnam Now and went to Paris as a Maine deleNews arts reporter from Castine recognized for gate in 1971 working to bring an end to the
her contribution to reporting the arts throughout Vietnam war. "I was involved in a lot of civil disMaine.
obedience," Price said.
The recipient of numerous awards, Anstead is
Currently, Price, an advocate for minorities
currently spending a 10-month fellowship at and a member of the Maine Underground
Harvard University in Cambridge, Mass. as part Railroad Association, helped recover Maine's
of the Nieman Fellowship in Arts and Culture.
Underground Railroad. She wrote a book with
As the first Bangor Daily News reporter to Gerald Talbot about 400 years of Africanreceive either the Hartman or the Nieman award, American history.
Anstead is considered a role model for journalThe three women will be honored at a cereists and was described in a recent press release as mony on Tuesday, Nov. 6 in the Buchanan
a "strong, determined and fearless woman who is Alumni House. The event, which will be open to
never satisfied with being good enough and the public, will offer refreshments.
By Leila Sholtz-Ames

them why they need to be
"Bangor residents pay the highest proportion of
involved. Talking about their income to property taxes compared to neighissues that young voters can boring communities. That is something that needs
identify with is important. to change for sure," Sterling said.
from page 2
For example, Bill Clinton
Sterling gets high praise from Mitchell and
capitalized on the youth vote by playing saxo- Pomerleau.
phone on Arsenio Hall. Of course it's different at
"He's definitely committed. He pushes for what
the City Council level, but young voters need to he believes in and has some great ideas for the city
draw parallels with those running, if they're to be of Bangor," Mitchell said.
inclined to vote."
"[His experiences] have given him tremendous
Sterling does not believe he will have any prob- perspective on wanting to make good change
lems interacting with the older members of the where he's given the power to affect it,"
council. "Not once have I gotten an air of superi- Pomerleau said."Even when he doesn't have it, he
ority. They give my campaign credibility and I never loses his charm and compassion."
appreciate that," he said.
Sterling believes he can give a new outlook to
Sterling has three issues he wants to focus on Bangor politics.
for this election: lowering property taxes, holding
"The best thing I can offer is a fresh perspective
businesses responsible for the vacant lots left to the council," he said. "My belief is that the
behind after they move and keeping the Bangor process of campaigning isn't just me convincing
Airport strong and competitive with the Portland you to vote for me — it's you convincing me what
and Manchester airports.
issues need to be looked at."

UM

Missing cash
At 5 p.m. on Oct. 24, an
off-campus student reported
that his money was stolen
while he was playing basketball at the Recreation Center.
He had placed his wallet on
the floor while he was playing basketball, and when he
turned around, $20 had been
removed from the wallet.
The issue is still under investigation.
Compiled by Ozlem Eskiosak

SMOKING MAKES MI

If

Coming up...

1/(11J

Spring Break 2008
Sell Trips, Earn Cash and Go Free.
Call for group discounts.
Best Prices Guaranteed!
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas, South Padre, Florida.
800.648.4849 or www.ststravel.com

Which UMaine administrator
paid for college by performing
stand-up comedy at what is
now the 103 Ultra Lounge?
Find out in the Nov. 5 issue of the Maine
Campus.
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class meeting on Nov.
15 to announce their
future projects and
their plan to leave the
from page 1 university a gift after
graduation.
With a starting size of only a little over
400 members, the Class of 1944 is small
compared to today's standards. Over 60
years later, the class is only a little over
100 members, but they are still going
strong in their efforts at the university.
Most members are now between 85 and
90 years old.
"Someone has to take on their projects.
We have great leadership. We will be able
to carry on the torch," Sanlcare said.
McNealy is also pushing other alumni
classes to adopt other incoming classes to
really push students to leave a mark on the
university.
During their time at school, many class
members were called to duty in World War
II, and 19 members were killed in service.
Many members didn't graduate on time
and more were prematurely separated, but
the class managed to create a lifelong
bond.
Growing up in the Great Depression,
McNeilly noted that most members were
"damn lucky to be there [the university]
and appreciated being them." They were
grateful for school and took it seriously.
They appreciated the education because it
would mean a good job in the future,
something important to them after the
Great Depression. When the war tore them
away from their studies, they answered.
When returning from the war, the university did all they could to help them
acclimate back to school life. Because
many members of the service were married during or before the war,the university provided family housing in York
Village, in trailers and in cabins. Most

1944

problems when students are in
need of condoms during the
night.
Cutler and the Peer
from page 2
Educators are working to find
a solution and make condoms available afterhours.
"Unfortunately, we can't leave condoms out
without supervision because we need to ensure
they haven't been tampered with," Rozanski said.
"Right now the only source of condoms after
office hours is for students to get them from their
resident assistants."
The Peer Educator Group on campus is responsible for picking the type and brand of condoms,
which the Cutler facility then orders. The center
orders a fall and spring shipment each academic
year. The shipment of condoms can range from
$5,000 to $7,000.
Rozanski, graduate assistant for the Peer
Education Program, said they try to carry everything from normal condoms to latex-free condoms. Rozanski said they also try to carry lubricants, flavored condoms and female condoms. All
of the products are brought with the educators
each time they do workshops.
"When we do these workshops, we're not just
providing the materials; we also provide the educational information," Rozanski said. "We especially educate about the non-traditional types,
such as the female condom and how to use it properly."
Rozanski said everything in the office is fair
game for any student interested. They even provide educational movies over sex-related topics
that students can borrow.
"We don't teach safe sex; we teach safer sex,
and that's hopefully the main message we give
out," Rozanski said.
Both the Cutler Health Care Center and Peer
Educators are working to make students aware of
the resources available. They encourage any students with questions regarding safe sex and where
they can obtain the necesary materials to stop by
either location.

Birth

Noelle Keyser + The Maine Campus
The Class of 1944 is back to encourage the class of 2010 to come together
and begin working as a unified class.
importantly, although they were graduating late, the university allowed them to
keep their identity as members of the
Class of 1944.
`We are very proud of the identity of
the Class of '44," McNeilly said.
The class pulled together as they
entered their first year. McNeilly reminisced about having to know the entire
"Stein Song" word for word, wearing a
class hat and bowtie and being under
"freshman rules" until they could beat the
sophomores at football. "Those things
bonded us. Talk about knowing who your
class was," McNeilly said.
This bond that was created with the
help from the university after the war and
the opportunity for a good job after grad-

nation left the Class of '44 with a great
appreciation of the opportunities provided
for them at the university. This has provided for their generosity to the school.
McNeilly hopes to instill this closeness
in the Class of 2010 and all following
classes. 'They've been through so much,
but they [Class of '44] remember; we are
graduates of UMaine," Sanlcare noted.
The Class of'44's projects have included the Buchanan Alumni House,the Class
of 1944 Hall, the Bodwell Lounge in the
Maine Center for the Arts and the renovation of the Bears Den. For these efforts,
they were recently presented the President
Abram W. Harris Award at the University
of Maine Foundation annual business
meeting on Oct 3.

at Orctia
amentities
• fitness center
• game room
• DVD theatre
• tanning booth
• computer lounge
• leasing offices on-site
• fully furnished units
• high speed Internet
and CATV access

• sports court
•50 acre site with hiking
and X-C ski trails
• individual bedroom
leases
• utilities included (with
conservation caps)

4 Empire Drive I Orono, ME 044/3 I 866.424.0779
fe4trft,i,44,1 may.apply
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"That's really
important, actually
meeting with the
candidates
and
from page 1
malting sure they
know that there are strict guidelines they
have to follow," Charette said. He also
sets the timetable for how the election
process will run.
Once candidates know the rules, the
commission makes sure they follow
them. When complaints arise about the
conduct of the candidates or the general election process, the commission
runs the hearings. The six-member
commission reviews the complaint and
decides what action to take to fix the
problem.
Charette and vice chair Christopher
Whitcomb view the committee as a
check on the senate. "It's actually a
pretty important part of the democratic
process on campus," Charette said.
Whitcomb added,"It's nice to know
someone besides the people running
[for office] are running things."
The check works both ways. The senate can review complaints against the
commission. Members who do not follow the guidelines or who do not fulfill
their duties can be removed from the
commission by either the senate or the
chair. However, as far as Whitcomb
knows, no one has ever been removed
from the commission.
Last year, the commission had to take
a hard look at its rules. The big debate
was over campaign posters. Priyanth
Chandrasekar's campaign was accused of
putting up campaign posters in polling
places within 24 hours of an election. The
official guidelines of the FEPC prohibited that kind of advertising. When the
commission looked at the guidelines they
found a lot of ambiguity. The term

FEPC

Hilltop
from page 1
enables the culinary
staff to cook more
items as they are
ordered by students,
provides
which
fresher food.
Bruce Theriault, a
culinary assistant at
Hilltop, said one of
the best new features
of the facility is its
circular
design,
which allows for
more efficiency in
Adrianne Hess + The Maine campus
serving
students. First-year students Mike Donahue and Tim Federico select fries from
"The lines are defi- Hilltop's newly renovated kiosk-style dinning commons.
nitely
shorter,"
Theriault said, "which is a result of more options like this are what make Hilltop
options and a much better layout for the chefs." Commons unique to other dining facilities on
Since food is prepared where students order it, campus.
it is fresher and comes faster, which allows culiWhile it is the first to undergo such major
nary staff to do less running back and forth reconstruction, Hilltop Commons isn't the only
between the main kitchen and their station in dining facility that UMaine has renovated.
the serving area.
Students will soon be able to enjoy a renovated
Theriault also said that the new culinary Wells Commons, which, according to Taylor,
equipment provides better tasting food and includes several venues on the first floor includmore choices for students, versus the cafeteria- ing a wood-stove pizza venue, a multi-ethnic
style set up available in the old building.
venue,a traditional serving venue,a bakery/cof"I hope that the difference is in customer fee bar and a market. Furthermore, the second
satisfaction," Taylor said. "Food that is pre- floor will have a conference center for catering.
pared and finished in front of the customer with
Fact year, Lint explained, each of the cominteraction from culinary staff hopefully makes mons receive smaller "uplifts" that provide betcustomers feel like the food is prepared espe- ter and more pleasant dining experiences for
cially for them."
students. "Hilltop," Lint said,"was the first unit
Other changes to the program include an a la to be completely overhauled."
carte option for lunch, which allows students to
"This is a very exciting time for Black Bear
purchase food items and take them outside of Dining," Taylor said. "To have modern facilithe facility. Students who are pressed for time ties to service all of our students, faculty and
are now able to bring food to their next destina- staff is just fabulous. Dining Services is comtion or take it outside to the patio area Lint said mitted to provide the highest quality of service."
11110111111111111MOIMPOMPIIIPPININONOSIM■1101.00.
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"polling places" was so loosely defined
that nobody knew whether putting up
posters outside a computer cluster violated that rule.
The commission ruled that it did not.
The Wade Center, where students can
vote using a paper ballot, is the only official polling place. The computer clusters
did not count.
"It didn't change anything we did, but
it made us go back and look at the things
that were causing problems," Whitcomb
said.
The commission reinterpreted most of
their guidelines."We got rid of a lot of the
vagueness of it." They hope this year's
election will run smoother as a result.
The process to add or change part of
the FEPC official guidelines is simple.
The commission calls a meeting to discuss the alteration. They then re-write it.
The members are good at reaching a consensus. "We've never not had a unanimous vote." Whitcomb said. After the
commission agrees, the rule is sent to the
senate to be ratified.
According to FEPC guidelines, no
more than one member of the commission can be a senator. Right now
Brandon Hart is filling that seat. The others are students nominated either by
members of the senate or by acting commission members.
Aside from the student body presidential elections, the commission also
oversees Student Government's constitutional amendments and referendums.
It approves all questions and descriptions to make sure they are worded fairly and can be easily understood. Once
both have been approved, the commission passes them on to Colleen
Ouellette, FirstClass administrator. She
posts the icon to the desktops of all students eligible to vote.

iLearn. iTouch. iLive.

at DHMC... IWIN
Every New Graduate nurse hired
between now and September 1, 2008
receives an iPod touch.

• Academic Medical Center
• Student loan forgiveness
of up to $10,000
• Graduate Nurse Residency Program

life works here.
DARTMOUTH-HITCHCOCK MEDICAL CENTER
Lebanon New Hampshire

wvvw.newgradnursing.com
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Issues unaddressed
in upcoming election
With only two candidates vying for the position of
student body president,it is disappointing to see the platforms on which they stand. Gimbala Saul:are, president
of the class of 2010,focuses on the location of the parking lots as a solution to the issue of on-campus parking.
This is simply an endorsement of UMaine's own plan,
which puts no new ideas on the table.
Sankare also feels there is an issue with the relationships between the on-campus and off-campus students,
and is planning a party to bring them together. Typically,
we call this "Friday night," and it is something students
seem to be handling rather well.
William Pomerleau,the incumbent,is focusing most
of his campaign on resuirecting Bumstock, a former
musical tradition for UMaine, with plans to lower the
costs of the event
These issues are minor ones, and a lack of stronger
campaign issues can only breed apathy. To combat this
malaise, we urge the candidates to seek out creative solutions to inspire student involvement.
Last year's candidates acknowledged issues on campus that should not be ignored, including Derek
Mitchell's suggestion on making teacher evaluations
available to students. The lack of dining choices in
Memorial Union was successfully addressed by president Priyanth Chandrasekar — demonstrating his connection to the student body.
Certainly,there are bigger issues than paitie.s and concerts that concern the student body. There is still time for
our current candidates to show us their ideas and the
energy they are willing to put into gathering student
input. We hope they use that time wisely.
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The above editorial is the opinion of and written by the editorial board, whose members are F,ryk Salvaggio, Derek
Dobachesky, Kal Daupinee, Brett Sowerby,Emily Southwick,
(leather Sleeves, Nick McCrea,Pattie Barry, Rebekah Rhodes
and Adrianne Hess.
Editor in Chief Eryk Salvaggio • 581.1271
eic@mainecampus.com

Community involvement
enriches college experience

Business Mgr. Andrew Johnson • 581.1272
business@mainecampus.com
Advertising Mgr. Katie Conroy • 581.1276
ads@mainecampus.com
Production Mgr. Kal Dauphinee • 581.1267
production@mainecampus.com
News Editor Emily Southwick • 581.1270
news@mainecampus.com
Asst. News Editor Heather Sleeves
Style Editor Brett Sowerby • 581.3061
style@mainecampus.com
Sports Editor Nick McCrea • 581.1268
sports@mainecampus.com
Opinion Editor Derek Dobachesky • 581.3061
opinion@mainecampus.com
Photo Editor Rebekah Rhodes • 581.3059
pholo@mainecampus.com
Asst. Photo Editor Adrianne Hess

Emily Southwick

Wouldn't it be nice to feel at home at the school you attend?
Too many people talk about feeling disconnected from campus,
which is a problem with a simple solution: University of Maine
students should become more active and participate in the campus
community.
For most people,living on campus is one step toward creating
a wide network of friends. For rust-years, the University implemented the First Year Residential Experience program. Grouping
together hundreds of 18-year-olds is not going to build a strong
community Certainly bonding with others going through the
daunting experience of entering college life at the same time as
yourself is helpful. Nonetheless, this is not the best way to handle
the situation.
First-year students should be encouraged to interact on a daily

basis with upperclassmen, not left to themselves on Hilltop. How
else will they learn the lopes except by trial and emir? It makes
sense to integrate with everyone else, as upperclassmen have
experience to draw from. For instance, they know which professors to take classes with and, which ones not to take. They know
Nature and Language of Math is the ideal class for students who
are not mathematically inclined. Who doesn't like Pogorzelski?
First-years don't, because they might not know who he is.
Only those who have spent a year or more here know that man
cannot survive on commons food alone. Upperclassmen can also
guide rust-years around campus, so they can finally stop looking
lost when they're walking around. They know that many area
businesses will give students a discount if they show their

See FYRE on page 9

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

killers, which is another painfully inaccurate stereotype propagated since
Network Mgr. Timothy Wagner
Columbine. I would first like to indicate
that anyone can be a killer. Most vioWeb Editor Pattie Barry
lence in school is actually enacted by
mainstream people. The second thing I
Copy Editors
would like to state is that anyone can
Laura Lavigne, Lisa Haberzettl, Hannah Ltuterback,
dress in all black, but doing so does not
Chelsea Cameron, Kaley Roberts, Meghan Hayward, Thomas St. Pierre
make someone Gothic. Also, Marilyn
Manson is a shock rocker and has little
Advertising Sales Alana Brown
to do with the authentic Goth scene; 14year-old children generally have little
Production Asst. Andrew Catalina, Alicia Mullins
grasp on anything, let alone on a highly
complex subculture.
The Maine Campus, a non Rola student publication, is printed at
Central Maine Newspapers in Augusta. Our offices are located in
I felt that these corrections were necbecause of their differences will not lead
Memorial Union at the University of Maine. Telephone numbers:
to acceptance; it will lead to intolerance, essary because the key to building a betBusiness(subscriptions-accounts): 581.1272; Advertising:
which will in turn lead to violence.
ter society is education.
581.1276; Fax: 581.1274;E-mail: info@huainecampus.com All
like
an
looks
attempt,
This
also
possiAndrew Maxcy is a senior English
content herein(0 2007 The Maine Campus, unless otherwise noted
one,
to
,
paint
Goths
as
major.,
bly
an
accidental
,411 tights reserved.
•t
( 1.0.‘ bet"aFR4IA9AtIFIC4(PtifiAlr°14.Fr,
I have a few things to say about
Jeremy Levine's article in the Oct. 18th
issue of The Maine Campus, titled
"School shootings show shortcomings of
American society."I first want to say that
I agree with the title. School violence certainly suggests that something is wrong.
I also agree that "[reaching] out to those
who feel insignificant and hopeless" will
help reduce all forms of violence.
However, the way in which Levine
starts the article seems to contradict his
ultimate point He indicates that Asa H.
Coon, the Cleveland shooter, was
"dressed in all black" and "proudly displaying a Marilyn Manson concert Tshirt." These details are unnecessary,
especially sinci. Levine wants people to

Letters to the editor should be no longer
than 300 words in length and should
include the author's name, address, academic major or job title and phone number
or e-mail address. The Maine Campus
reserves the right to edit submissions for
length and clarity.
The Maine Campus
5748 Memorial Union
Orono 04469-5748
opinion @mainecampus.com
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Hannaford going green is
Understanding and
i.),
discussion central to
good start to greater goals k
7 healthy sexual outlook
of sustainability
Michael Dabrieo
Last month, Maine's largest super- cery stores. Shrink-wrapped peppers and
market chain,Hannaford,announced it is grapes should, and will, become a thing
building the first completely "green" of the past. Replacing plastic and
supermarket. It will meet the highest Styrofoam packaging with simple,
industry environmental standards and organic paper bags or wax paper will do
will be the first "green" grocery store in wonders for the local environment.
the world. The design of the building Completely eliminating plastic bags
inchicies solar panels,geothennal heating from the checkout counters is another
and cooling, energy efficient lighting, a eco-friendly idea. Perhaps Hannaford
recycling program and a rooftop garden would find it useful to team up with LL
designed to insulate and control rainwa- Bean and provide customers with cornter. In addition, the contracting company plimentary — or at least very cheap —
building the new Hannaford in Augusta canvass totes and help them out to their
is seeking to recycle 95 percent of the old vehicles to make up for the inconvenhigh school it is tearing down on the pro- ience of nixing the plastic.
posed site.
If a storewide switch to green pacicagIf this "green" supermarket is suc- ing isn't feasible just yet, perhaps
cessful, it will go to show that any and Hannaford could devote one or two
every new building proposed in the state aisles to completely environmentally
of Maine can, and should, be built with friendly foods packaged in recycled and
minimizing envirecyclable containers.
ronmental impact
In addition, sponsorA more localized, organic ing a community garin mind.
Green
con- andfriendlier vegetable aisle den on the store propstruction is a large
erty that is fertilized
that hints at the aura ofa
hurdle to overwith recycled paper
come,but there are
and
food that didn't
European market would be a
many more. If
sell is an efficient and
Hannaford wants
refreshing changefrom the cheap way to turn loss
to pitch itself as the
into profit. What better
brigbt, sterile and hostile
greenestsupemaarway to cut transportaket in town, its atmosphere youfind at most lion costs than grownext step should
ing vegetables right
focus on the
grocery stores,
next door?
inside.
shelves
4ititiah supermarGreener packaging materials such as ket chain Marks & Spencer has claimed
recycled cardboard and paper,less plastic that it will be "carbon neutral" by the
and on-site options to recycle bottles and year 2012 by offsetting its carbon emisvans would greatly increase the chain's sions. It plans to cutenergy consumption,
green image. Giving in-store credit to stop using landfill sites and, yes, use and
people who bring back their empty soup produce eco-friendly packaging. Labels
cans and milk bottles to recycle would on M&S packaged foods will declare
provide an incentive for people to come which items have been flown in from
back and will help the environment
outside the UK. flannaford could take a
A focus on locally grown and pro- similar approach, with green symbols for
duced food would cut down on the car- recycled materials and stickers boasting
bon emissions it took to get that fruit or that the food was locally produced.
vegetable on the shelf. Maine's superHannaford should overhaul its
markets and stores throughout the coun- approach to the environment and set the
try,need to stop looking big and start pro- standard here in the United States by
chicing locally,
being the first chain to offset its carbon
Amore locAlizeil, organic and friend- emissions well past neutral and into the
lier vegetable aisle that hints at the aura red — or green.
ofa European market would be a refreshAmanda Maccabe is a senior political
ing change from the bright, sterile and science and journalism double major
hostile atmosphere you fmd at most gro- and a member ofPenniesfor Peace.
MaineCard. They
also know the best
ways to pass the
from page 8 time when waiting
in line for six hours
for a UNH hockey
game during a toliential downpour.
Getting involved on campus and taking advantage of the resources heir is not
only for freshmen. How many students
regularly go to the library to study?While
it may seem stuffy at lint, it is a quiet
place to go and be productive. There are
no distractions from roommates or the
big plasma television in the apartment.
If students are bored, there are plenty
of activities across campus all week
long. Check out the posters in the Union
restroonas and on bulletin boards in
buildings like Little Hall. There is
always a plethora of events going on.
Comedians Kickin'Flicks movie nights,
residence hall events, tutoring and study
groups — you name it,it's probably happening. Go to the cultural festivals held
throughout the year to learn about the
wcdd outside of Maine.There is always

TIRE

something more appealing to do than
another lame party or round of beer
Pon&
Get out there and meet people.
College is a great time to build a network
of contacts. Some of these relationships
will result in life-long friendships or
futurejob connections.Talk to and get to
know professors; they have priceless
information and are usually willing to
help. Knowing a variety of different people on a first-name basis helps when you
need a hand, and also means you won't
be able to walk around campus for five
minutes without seeing 20friends.
Becoming connected to the campus
is not only a way to fill your time, but
also a way to make new friends and
enjoy yourself. By building a strong
community, the university itself will
become stronger and it will be about
more than just getting through four or
five years worth of classes to get a piece
of paper that says you graduated. Find
something you like and get involved.
Emily Southwick is a third-year

journalism major,

Joanna Hyncl'
I read a book last year called
"Promiscuities" by Naomi Wolf. I must
admit, I've been interested in sex and society
for a while. My final conclusion has always
been that sex is a personal thing that is different for every individual and every couple.
However, something happened to me the
other week that caused me to re-evaluate sexuality as a sharing experience.
Whenever I start examining sexuality, I
find myself asking,"what is it about sex that
makes it so focused on appearances?" Rather
than asking if a guy is worth the sex I find
myself asking questions like: Is this sexy or
slutty? Am I selling my body or something
I'm not giving out? What is sexuality about
anyway?
One day at a library, I read part of a book
on "Understanding Sexuality." It said that
less brainy creatures like mice will continue
to procreate and function after living in isolation. More brain-driven creatures like
gorillas can become so mentally damaged by
lack of interaction that they have trouble procreating. It said that even if they succeed, it
is in abnormal and dysfunctional ways.
Gorillas learn how to express love through
experience and interaction.
Sex is a learned behavior, no matter if we
want it to be or not. If humans didn't have
older siblings or sex education in school we

wouldn't know what to do. People are social
beings, and we need to interact so that we can
function normally.
The funny thing is that sex is still personal and makes us feel uncomfortable when we
talk about it. I find myself asking,"How can
people allow others to live the way they
want when we have our own opinions on
how it should be?"
Sexuality becomes more exploited in a
culture that thrives off of controversy. Some
want sex to be personal and private, and others want to talk about it. Others just want to
advertise what they've got. Not talking
would probably lead to dysfunctional people. I wonder what would too much talking
bring?
Dwelling on sex as a commodity puts
pressure and emphasis on sexuality. This
emphasis may yield different types of dysfunction. Can there be such a thing as too
much talking on the wrong subjects?
I'm tired of sex being exploited and presented as a naughty thing that deviants do
before marriage. It makes it desirable as a
tool for manipulation and less of a biological
and sharing experience. Sex is a lot of
things, but it isn't everything. I think we
should try to keep it that way.
Joanna Hynd is a second-year undeclared
major.

Inaction on major issues
result of rampant apathy
amongst Americans
Michael Dabrieo
The wars in Iraq and Afghanistan have too many people were busy enjoying the
been the major focus of President Bush's oddly warm weather to care about anything
tenure as the leader of the most powerful else.
country in the world. They have not, howevStudents and journalists have claimed that
er, been the major focus of the most powerful this generation doesn't feel connected to the
people in the world: the citizens of the United war because there is no draft. That is probably
States of America. Though heavily debated a valid reason, but it's no excuse. There are
and often hated, relatively limited public still members of our society being whisked
action has been taken against the policies and from their lives and thrown into a conflict
wishes of Bush's imperial administration.
where there seems to be no plausible victory.
Bush asked for another $46 billion from
Furthermore, the American people are
Congress on Monday to fund his little project. wasting away the right that American policy
This is money that could go to a laundry list makers are trying to force onto Iraqis. How
of other items that belong on Bush's to-do dare we tell a country it should be democratic
list, which he has so conveniently ignored. when we are a walking talking example of
These include the crumbling health care sys- how a democracy doesn't work? The people
tem, the exportation of industry and the prob- speak; the government doesn't listen, and the
lem of global warming. Who has time to people stop talking.
worry about the entire Earth changing its
Change needs to happen, and Americans
weather patterns when there is a needless war need to stop thinking that someone else will
being waged?
'do it for them. Citizenship doesn't end with
President Bush has seen the lowest voting every four years. There needs to be a
approval ratings of any president ever, resurgence and realization that we hold the
including Nixon and LBJ; it is evident the power and write the checks, not the Senate,
public is unhappy. Yet, no action is taken. I not the House and certainly not some wordwalk through my campus on a Saturday and stumbling fascist who sits in the Oval Office
see droves of people painted blue and white like King George in his castle.
in support of the football team, yelling battle
So stand up, America. Stop feeling bad
cries at their rivals. I cannot help but think about your situation, and change it. Are you
about how much things would be different if sick of having to pay for "health insurance?
such effort was put towards public policy Tired of seeing half your paycheck eaten up
once a week.
by gas money? Are you pissed off that while
Where are the sit-ins? Where are the col- you are struggling to feed your children, the
leges and universities banding together, mak- president is more focused on getting us to
ing their voices heard? Where are the Mars than modernizing our economy?
protests? I walked around the Capitol building Looking for someone to blame? Try facing the
in Washington D.C.last January protesting the mirror, because your apathy has shattered the
war with over 500,000 people chanting and foundation upon which a once-great nation
dancing
profession
our
of
peace. was built.
Nevertheless, at the end of the day, everyone
Michael Dabrieo is a senior journalism
went home and Congress ignored us: Maybe major who loves the '60s.

Lidral Duo
Chamber Jazz Afternoon
Concert Series
4:15 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 1
The Bear's Den

Sex and Religion
Gender Roles
12:15 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 30
FFA Room, Memorial Union

What's Up...
UMaine Faculty Art Show
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Oct. 5 to Nov. 9
Lord Hall Gallery

A Legacy of Collecting: the
Vincent A. Hartgen Years
9 a.m to 5 p.m.
University of Maine Museum
of Art
Norumbega Hall (Bangor)
Free with MaineCard, $3 w/out

THEATER
Hedda Gabler
7:30 p.m. on Nov. 2 &3
2 p.m. on Nov. 4
Hauck Auditorium
Free w/MaineCard, $10 for
non-students

ENTERTAINMENT
Planetarium Shows:
Black Holes
7 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 2
Wingate Hall

Black Holes
- 7 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 3
Wingate Hall

Mars Invasion
2 p.m.
Sunday, Nov. 4
Wingate Hall

If you would like your event
posted in The Maine Campus
Style calendar, send time,
day, date, place and fee information to Brett Soweiby on
FirstClass

By D•tvid DompAiktes
"I'm hesitant to do it," Mitchell said
Not since Santa canceled Christmas
back in 1964 has there been the level of 'They're not a reliable band. They've canangst and emotional turmoil amongst the celed a lot of dates."
Ironically, My Chemical Romances' last
masses as when My Chemical Romance
canceled their Oct. 27 lJniversity of Maine cancellation was also in Maine. The band,
appearance "Ihurimitiiy Right. Unfortunately scheduled to perform with. Muse ,in
for us, there was no red-beaked mutant Portland last spring at the Cumberhutd
reindeer around to make everything right County Civic Center, ended up canceling
mere days before the show. SeVeral stuagain.
Student entertainment received word dents reported having bought tickets to both
late Thursday night that drummer Bob the Portland show and the one that was
Bryar injured himself while opening for Jon scheduled here in Orono. This frustration is
Bon Jovi at the Prudential Center in bound to put a strain on the New England
Newark, NJ. This show
fan base as many people
was the first of a twoare less likely to buy for a
"The point is to continue to third time. After all, if
night set the band performed with Bon Jovi, the do bigger shows than before. there's one thing a college
second set being Friday We're just going to be student hates, it's being
night — after Bryar's extremely hesitant to book My inconvenienced,
At this point, Student
injury. However, that Chemical Romance ever again,
or even anyone that works Entertainment is viewing
show was not canceled.
Along with the disap- under their same manage- the idea of rebooking the
pointment of fans, this ment company, for that mat- band as a bad one, and
cancellation has left stu- ter."
many are considering it
foolish to put that kind of
dent
entertainment
Derek Mitchell, money back on the line for
approximately $10000 of Student Entertainment behavior that is looking, at
$13000 in the hole for all
this point, to be a habit
the preparation that unnom a s ticeably went into getting
an act like this into our area of the back querading as an act of
God.
woods.
"We're essentially going
Student
Unfortunatel y
for
„Entertainment, an injury is contractually back to the drawing board as
considered an act of God, even at a Bon far as what acts are available for
' Jovi concert. "Because it is considered an the future on what dates," Mitchell
, act of God, both parties of the contract are "At this point a lot of the tours
relieved of any obligations to that contract. are already booked and getting
for
I While that means we don't have to pay something
' them, it also means they don't have to pay November/1)ecember is pretty
us for any money already spent [in prepara- unlikely, whereas getting something
tion]," Derek Mitchell, VP of Student for January,February is far more
doable."
Entertainment, said.
meantime, Student
the
In
The majority of these fees are accrued
from advertising and promotional costs, not Entertainment is consumed with the
, to mention cancellation fees for everything lengthy process of refunding the thoufrom staging and caterers to security, even sands of tickets already sold. Those who
\ facility fees from electrical upgrades that bought their tickets online need not worry
• had to be taken care of in Alfond Arena. as the online ticket sellers have already
Student Entertainment hopes to recoup issued instant refunds. Students who bought
some of that money from the band; howev- from the athletic ticket office at Alfond can
bring their tickets by and get a full refund
it's looking to be unlikely at this point.
g.
Band representatives had discussed starting Monday morning. Refunds will be
' rescheduling with Student Entertainment to given in the manner in which they were
bought — cash for cash and credit for cred1
.
a mutually agreeable date.

I

it. If students did purchase tickets with a
credit card, all they need to do is call the
office with their credit card information to
get a refund over the phone.
This was to be the largest show Student
Entertainment and UMaine has ever produced, but Student Entertainthent, is confident this will not effect the quality of.the
next concert to be put on.
"The point is to continue to do bigger
shows than before," Mitchell said. "We're
just going to be extremely hesitant to book ,
My Chemical Romance ever again, or even
anyone that works under their same management company,for that matter."
As for now, fellow black parade-ies, if
you want to be chemically romanced, it's
looking like you're
gonna need to do
it the old fashioned way.
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Out of suburbia
By Kegan 'Lana

Christina Pappas + The Maine Campus
Patrick Kuo and Jessica Umel perform a salsa-Latin dance at
Culturefest.

Culturefest: it's the
way life should be
By Sophia Tam
The annual international culture festival., Culitircfesi....olgan.: •
ized by the International Students
Association — or ISA — brought
food, style and talent to the field
house on Saturday.
Baobao Jiang, an alumnus
from China, said, "[Culturefest
is] an opportunity for international students to get together and to
represent their countries The
event lasted from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. and attracted more then 600
people from more than 50 countries and 20 organizations.
areas
Three coordinated
including the food court, the talent show and the style show
helped bring cultures together in
different ways.
"I had Sri Lankan beef balls
and rice and Chinese dumplings,"
Erik Harriman said. The thirdyear student from the U.S. said
there were some interesting tastes
in the food court. International
students brought spicy chicken
from India, cheese and ham croissants from France, fried beef
from Saudi Arabia and other different tastes. They had been
cooking for a few days and got up
early to prepare the food court.
Students with different accents
were standing behind the exhibition tables in their traditional
clothes. A student from India,
Anan Ya, was showing her talent
on the visitors' hands by painting
Mehendi with a brushed pen. "It's
relaxing and it feels very cool on
the skin," a visitor from Orono,
Faith Cole, said. Mehendi is a
temporary form of skin decoration made by henna extract and
tea.
The Saudi Arabia table had
traditional dresses, Thob, hanging on top of the booth. Homoud
Alhajri, ISA vice-president and a
student from Saudi Arabia, said,

"I am glad we have a chance to
serve our Arabian beverages, our
clothes, our history. Some people
have no idea where.444 Arabia
is and thought it was a desert."
"The tables are different from
the style show and the talent
show because people can speak to
us and ask us questions about our
cultures directly," Alhajri said.
Yana Kim, the coordinator of
the talent show, said the event is
not just showing pictures and
decorations, "It displays expres
sions from different countries.
People can learn the cultures
through feeling, hearing and
experiencing the show."
A Bearim Bau performer from
Japan, Shotaro Takahashi, said
that it is an African musical
.instrument adopted in Brazil.
Bearim Bau is a long bamboo
stick with a wooden box attached
at the bottom. "It is interesting
how the players interact with
each other," he said.
More than 200 people watched
the talent show, which contained
10 performances including
Middle-East belly dancing,
African dancing, Chinese singing
and flamenco dancing.
According to Sarah Joughin,
international students and scholar
advisor, ISA had been setting
meetings with students and
recruiting
since
volunteers
September. An increasing amount
of the international students made
the talent show more exciting.
"We had to turn people away,"
Joughin said.
Culturefest ended on a runway. The international students
walked to the music in their traditional dresses. A bright red dress
from China, a long white thob
from Saudi Arabia and a purple
silk dress from India made the
show quite colorful. UMaine students turned the end of
Culturefest into a catwalk show.

"Into the Wild" starring Emile Hirsch (limb of
Dogtown, The Girl Nem Door) is an awe-inspiring
testament to the courage of the human heart. Written
and directed by Sean Penn and based on the novel by
Jon Krakauer,the film weaves the intricate true story
of Chris McCandless and his adventure across country in search of meaning. Chris,upon graduating with
honors from Emory University in Georgia, decides
that he is completely fed up with his life. He destroys
his credit cards and 11)s, donates his life savings of
$24,000 to Oxfam and sets out in his beat-up yellow
Datsun.
AS his journey progresses, it is clear that Chris's
innate sense of rebellion has been brought on by
many factors. His parents have inflicted countless
pathological wounds on both (Iris and his sister
Ovine (Jena Malone), and resentment has bubbled
up inside of him.In addition,Chris's wandering heart
and curious spirit are only fueled by his interest in the
literary works of Tolstoy and Thoreau. With an unbridled desire to abandon his current life and the evils of
society, Chris changes his name to Alexander
Supertramp and hits the mad as a transient wanderer.
Hisjourney takes him all over,and with each new
place he stops, he leaves a piece of himself behind. In
South Dakota he works on a farm nui by a man named
Wayne Westerberg, played brilliantly by funny-man
Vince Vaughn. In Mexico.Chris battles the currents in
his kayak and the authorities on the border. lie
befriends two hippies, Jan (Catherine Keener) and
Rainey (Brian Dierker) and lives with them in an RV
camp in a desert of California here a romance sparks
up between(iris and a fellow camper,Tracy (Kristen
Stewart). Despite her advances and an obvious connection, Chris's wandering heart is still set on one
thins' his ultimate destination of Alaska. Meanwhile,
Chris's sister narrates the tragic story of the grief his
parents are suffering. As he leaves each place behind,
(iris's search for meaning tears at the people who
care about him.The most poignant example comes in
the form of the last person Chris befriends before
heading north: The lonely and Aderly.kon Franz(Hat
1-lolbnx)k) is dared by Chris to move beyond the
tragedies of his unfortunate past and live life again.
Even as din as the connection is between Ron and
Chris, Chris's instinctive opposition to connection
leads him to abandon Ron and head into the wild.
The tragic tale of Chris's time in the Alaskan
wilderness is interspersed, with action,jumping back
and forth between Chris's past and time alone in the

wild. It is in these scenes of solitude that the virtuoso
acting talents of relatively unknown Ifirsch shine
through. Hirsch lives, eats and breathes Chris
McCandless so much that the film semis to become
an autobiography. In the realm of the wild, Chris's
story of self-discovery transcends the silver sawn.
and each triumph and setback that faces Chris jerks
the hearts of the audience. Penn shines as a director
too with breathtaking landscapes of the Alaskan
wilderness and beautiful shots of Chris that seem to
mirror his infallible spirit. The pure quality of this film
comes from how well it captured the true meaning of
Chris's journey. Simple and tragic mistakes led to the
mid of Chris's life, but his courage has endured. 11w
same natural desire for truth and purpose that drove
Chris to the wild is found in every single frame of this
film,making for an unforgettable and emotional experience. (iris's journey took him nearly two yeastito
This fihn is about two and a half hours long, but its the
credits begin to roll, and an undeveloped self-taken
photo of the real Orris McCandless appears upon the
screen, one might think they have just traveled the
thousands of miles along in his shoes.
Grade: A

Celebrate National Make a Difference Day with
The Bodwell Center for Service and Volunteerism!

UMaine Cares 2007
Please donate! Stop by our donation table located in the
Memorial Unionfrom 1lam-3pm on Friday, 10/26.
We need the following items:
New or gently used formal wear. Dresses, Shoes, Purses, Jewelry,
Unopened makeup and Perfume.
Northshore Fairy Godmother Project(NFGP).
Canned and non-perishable food items.
Crossroads Ministries.
Crosswords, sudokos, and puzzle books. Small notebooks. Toothbrushes
Combs. Puzzles. Crayons. Coloring Books. Single serving, non-perishabl
snacks. Disposable cameras. Phone cards.
Ronald McDonald House.
Toothbrushes, Toothpaste, Soap, Shampoo, Tampons, etc.
John's Wish.
Questions? Contact Lauren Hayden on FirstClass.

MarlOIVOSKIN OF

atudent Affairs
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Balentine Hall, an honors' resident hall, is allegedly haunted by an old house mother, Ma Balentine

Residents spooked by tales of dead matron
By Brett Sowerby
Why do old buildings rouse fear
in people? Ghost stories have been
children's favorites for centuries. On
a deep level, people like to be
scared.
A dark vacant floor sits atop
Balentine Hall. On this eerie floor,
lights seem to go on by themselves
and mysterious people are heard
walking about.
As was discovered last week,
University of Maine students do not
lack imagination. Rumors abound,
UMaine students share their ghost
stories with each other like herpes.
According
to
Balentine
Residents, the fourth floor of
Balentine is occupied by the ghost of
Ma Balentine. Ma Balentine was
once the matron of the residence hall
when it was all-girls. The matron
would ask her female residents to
esoort their male callers out of the
hall after hours since males were not
allowed to spend the night.

Allegedly, Ma Balentine said that
if the hall ever became co-ed, she
would haunt all the male residents.
Morgan Brunbauer, a third-floor
resident, explained his experience in
Balentine. "I see lights flickering on
at odd hours, when there wouldn't be
any [custodial staff] working." He
went on to say that he also heard
footsteps from the deserted fourth
floor during the day, but conceded
that it was probably just the facilities
management.
Yin Chin,another thud-floor resident, recounted her experience after
moving to Balentine. "My first day
freshman year, I was in bed. I heard
footsteps and just thought it was my
nxmiunate." IIowever, after the door
closed, Chin noted her roommate
was soundly asleep in her own bed.
Chin also said she had occasionally
heard unexplainable whispers.
Other incidents have occurred in
the hall as well, explained Brian
Franklin.He claimed he was walking
past a soda machine and it "spat a

frozen soda at me ... After nine, she
comes out and haunts the men of the
dorm."
Since the fourth floor seemed to
be the hot zone for paranormal activity, a visit to the locked floor was
an-anged. Since access to the floor
was prohibited, an escort was
Property
required
from
Management.
Once in the abandoned floor, the
signs of disuse were everywhere;
every horizontal was coated in a visible layer of dust.
As Joe Caron and Gordon Nelson
led the group through the dark corridors, the scene was slightly disappointing.There were no looming figures, no bloodstained carpets, no
footsteps heard. In fact, it looked like
any other resident living space on
campus.
Rooms were filled with old junk,
from old mattresses and bedsprings
to a half-dozen toilets no longer connected to the pipes that once gave
them life.

Perhaps the largest oddity of the
fourth floor excursion was a fallen
minor. In the thick dust layer was
scrawled, "Boo, boo to you!" For
some reason, this grubby, ghostly
reminder did not inspire fear. Instead,
it added a hint of humor to the experience.
As creepy as the fourth floor of
Balentine Hall may be,the only conclusion to make of the allegedly
haunted residence hall is that it is not
haunted
Perhaps Ma Balentine doesn't
inspire fear of non-residents,perhaps
the spirit doesn't mind an investigatory intrusion — but probably more
accurate is that the fourth floor of
Balentinc, closed off from residents
for several years, is merely an unoccupied floor in an old hall. Clangs of
pipes and flickering lights are just a
sign of age,not of a poltergeist infestation. Balentine Hall may be haunted,butfrom a personal perspective,it
seems the hall is old, creaky and full
of character.

Find your future in fruit
Thursday,
NOV.
(iv Northpod Union, 8-11 pm FREE

yes-or-no question they wanted answered, he
or she were instructed to throw the peel over
their left shoulder. If the peel landed in what
looked like an "0" or "U," the answer was
On Friday Oct. 26, Pagan Campus "no." Anything else meant a "yes."
Under a tent on the other side of the set-up
Organization hosted a Samhain celebration
with a divination fair on the mall. While the area was a table for rune reading. Alora Felix
Samhain holiday falls on Oct.31,PaCO decid- sat behind the table, reading homemade runes.
ed to host festivities on the weekend to make it Before each telling, she rang a small bell to
clear the air. She then placed her runes in the
easier for fellow students to attend.
The Samhain holiday — pronounced"saw- other person's hands. The runes were shaken
hen" — celebrates the end of the harvest sea- three times and then dropped Feliyc's reading
son and marks a time in the year where the veil described the present and near-future. Most
between the living and dead is thinnest. This people who had their runes read sat and nodmakes communicating with the dead and div- ded in agreeance.
ination easier.
Tarot Canis were read by PaCO president
The festival offered a number of divination Michelle Shandorf, who wore a smart black
methods including apple peel reading, palm- witch's hat Attendees drew three initial cards
istry, rune reading and tarot card reading. from her deck at random for past, present and
Attendees could also paint or carve pump- future. Shandorf would ask questions to try to
kins, drink hot apple cider served from a caul- discover an accurate meaning for each card. If
dron heated over a fire and take a button or any one card was too vague, attendees were
two. While those functions were free, there instructed to draw another card. "Sometimes
was also a bake sale set up which accepted they need helper cards," Shandorf explained.
payment for cupcakes and cookies on donaPumpkin carvers and painters huddled
tion.
around a table, happily conversing with each
Apple peeling seemed to be the event that other. Designs ranged from an elaborately
intrigued people the most, as few people had painted dragon to colorful clown-like facs to
seen it performed before. Jennifer King, vice a carved face painted with small blood-red
president of PaCO,explained that apple peels streaks and pumpkin seeds hanging out of
could be used to divinate in several ways. where a brain might have exploded
Participants were told to peel an apple from top
Over all, the festival seemed a sneress.
to bottom in the longest segment they could Attendees were happy to sit and listen to what
The length of peel detennined how long they their futures might hold while sipping cider
would live. "I can not peel to save my life," and PaCO members were happy with the turn
attendee Derek Brewer said. If someone had a out

By Lisa Haberzettl
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"Darjeeling" is on track
By Eryk Salvaggio
From the beginning, Wes Anderson's
newest film,"The Darjeeling Limited," satisfies the desires of his fanatics: The Kinks are
on the soundtrack, people walk around in slow
motion a great deal, and the whimsy of the
visual world reflects the absurdity of his characters despite taking them seriously enough
that their epiphanies are powerful enough to
be shared.
In "The Darjeeling Limited," we are told
the story of three wealthy brothers united by
the grizzly death of their father, who use the
event as a catalyst for a spiritual journey
through India. Anderson quickly plays up the
navel-gazing spiritual tourism stereotypes of
the spiritual road movie before adjusting us to
a realistic struggles of the brothers, back stories kept vague enough to give them each an
"everyman" quality',
The three Whitman brothers form the
engine of the film, which takes place primarily on the train for which the film is named.
India and the train are perfect settings for
Anderson's strengths: every shot is both beautiful and absurd, and comedy fuses with
tragedy on a regular basis. Those who are as
enamored with Anderson's visual style, with
his children's-book color schemes and stunningly detailed shots, will find this film to be
the richest and most stunning in his collection.
"The Darjeeling Limited" — his fifth feature
film - gives Anderson's work a wide enough
scope that we can evaluate his favorite themes.
Similar to the work of JD Salinger, Anderson
has made a habit of embodying his characters

with a degree of wealth that allows them a certain degree of comfort for their eccentricities.
Particularly Salingerian is the struggle for
meaning which is out of reach of his heroes as
a result of their insulated, wealthy lives. These
are all Siddhartha stories of people leaving the
comfort of the castle to confront the tragedies
they've been protected from.
This is where the attraction of many of
Anderson's films lies: the romantic notion that
tragedy can move one from self-absorption to •
introspection. In "Rushmore," the protagonists
have all experienced the death of a loved one.
In 'The Royal Tannenbaums" and `The Life
Aquatic with Steve Zissou," Anderson kills or
nearly kills ()wen Wilson's character, a tactic
repeated here and notable for Wilson's reallife suicide attempt shortly after the film.
The struggle to find meaning here comes
from casting off their wealth and their literal
baggage. Anderson stresses the value of the
brother's rclationships,,thougli th wonlettge
noticeably weak or absent — a criticism that
could be made of many of Anderson's films.
Anderson's strength as a director is his
ability to balance the melancholy with the
whimsical without being too overbearing.
'The Darjeeling Limited" executes on this
tension beautifully. On just one viewing,"The
Darjeeling Limited" comes off as an almost
flawless movie, with many of its apparent
weaknesses compensated for by its ending. If
you've managed to read this much of' this
review, you're probably the kind of person
who should see this film.

Grade: A
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Get your Bar Code Certification
Credit Cards Accepted!!!
Professional Bartending Training
with "Hands On"Pouring Sessions
N7 Over 10 Years in Business"!
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With Uals eServices,
you can access your
accounts, pay your bills
and view your statements
on your own schedule.
• Home Banking
• Bill Payer
• eStatements
• Mortgage eStatus

NI Access to Job Placement Database!!!
.7 Great Part-time or Summer Job

LEARN TO BARTEND
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CALL NOW!
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April 8th- 10th
The Woolley Room
DTAV Building
U. Maine - Orono

1-800-U-CAN-111111X
www.universitybartending.com
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Horoscopes
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campus

Aries
March 21 to April 20
Today is not a good time for you to
meet with friends or to deal in business. You will tend to be rather
choosy and in no mood to talk.
Postpone shopping and investments! You are running the risk of
making bad decisions.

By Travis Dandro
Taurus
April 21 to May 20
Try not to take on too many responsibilities! Success is very unlikely for
you today. Fortunately, you will get
support from where you least expect
it.

Gemini
May 21 to June 21
In the morning, you could be in a
state of confusion and have communication problems. You cannot rely
on intuition either, therefore you
should take no chances.

Cancer
June 22 to July 22
Today is not a favourable time for
investments or for making future
plans. On the other hand, your sentimental relationship will bring you
special satisfactions.

More Random

By Travis Dandro

Leo
July 23to August 22
This is not the right time for dealing
with difficult activities, for you might
be lacking practical sense. Today
you are advised not to take initiative
at work or in business. You may
prove not to be very inspired.

Virgo
Aug.23 to Sept 22
This morning you, could be in a
state of confusion and unable to
make yourself understood. You are
advised to try and sort out your
ideas.

Ubra
Sept.23 to Oct. 23

Last - Ditch Effort

By John Kroes
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Scorpio
Oct 24 to Nov.22
You might receive a significant sum
of money from an older person in
the family, and will start making
future plans. Don't make any hasty
decisions today, for you are lacking
practical sense and may fail!

Sagittarius
Nov.23 to Dec. 21
In the morning ,you might face
some difficulties at work because
you will be unable to focus. You are
advised to ignore the gossip around
you, for it may get you into fights.

Capricorn
Dec.22 to Jan. 20
In the morning, you could be in a
state of confusion and in a rather
bad mood. You are advised to avoid
taking risks, for your chances to succeed are slim.

Aquarius
Jan.21 to Feb.19
You have great plans, especially in
the financial department, but you
cannot see any encouraging signs
yet. Be patient and try to manage
your time more efficiently!

Pisces
Feb.20th March 19
In the morning, you will tend to be
oversensitive and nothing will seem
to please you. Try to get over it as
quickly as possible, for it may affect
your relationships!
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Boxer Romps

By Alicia Mullins

So I decided that I don't feel like Not that you do that or anything.
wearing my hat anymore. I think I mean,the bowls a good choice
my personality is so strong that I
You aren't trying too hard at all.
don't need to
\I promise.
have some
gimmick to
...
keep myself
'
/
popular. ----

...

I think what I'm really trying to
say is ... you're pretty?

'

N
Nice save.

Missed on episode of Boxer Rompsli Visit boxerromps.blogspot.com
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ACROSS
1. Twilled woolen fabric

15

DOWN
1. Left by a wound

6. Forms on a wound
10. Tools for punching small holes
14. Not dirty
15. A Tuscan island
16. Tall woody plant
17. State of watchfulness
18. Lend
19. Adoration
20. In a radial manner
22. Glided on ice
24. Partiality
25. Carving tools
26. Awards
29. Celt
30. Cain's brother
31. Gives up
37. Burdens
39. Prefix indicating recent or new
40. One more than six
41. Immeasurably
44. A lightly-colored dry sherry
45. Send forth
46. A soft white chewy filling
48. Sweetened ale heated with spices
52. The founder of a family
53. Exclude
54. Gear
58. Fraught with extreme danger
59. Wild African sheep
61. Useful
62. Prod
63. Melody
64. Detect
65. Television award
66. They come from chickens
67. Boundaries

2. Singer Fitzgerald
3. Anagram of "Deer"
4. A loose, high-necked blouse
5. Have as a logical consequence
6. Vends
7. Sicken with sweetness
8. Fabric made from camel hair
9. A female spirit in Irish folklore
10. Collection of maps
11. Scripted
12. Even
13. Sows
21. Young girl
23. Pottery ovens
25. A Christmas song
26. French Sudan
27. Black
28. Unable to hear
29. Welcome
32. Up to a certain time
33. Knocked off course
34. Wicked
35. City in Nevada
36. Frozen flakes
42. Copy
38. Anagram of "Panes"
43. A giant slain by Odin (Norse mythology)
47. Awaken
48. A triangular shape
49. Maxim
50. Leave in a hurry
51. Sleazy or squalid
52. Secret agents
54. Warbled
55. Male ruler
56. Otherwise
57.TTTT
60. Carpet

Aslivet Girl
I have afriend who is in love with me. I like to hang out with him a
lot but I have a boyfriend. How do I keep the balance between being
friends and leading him on?
-Unbalanced
First of all, you need to make sure you are clear with
your friend that you don't like him and are content with your
boyfriend. If that line is ambiguous, he's not going to take the
hint that you are in a serious relationship. Let him know that
you do enjoy his company and want to still be friends. It's probably best to hang out with him when other people are present and t

not be too touchy-feely with him like I said, don't let him get the
wrong idea. Try introducing him to some of your other gal
friends or send him on a blind date.

Hasn't anyone ever heard ofmale restroom etiquette? There is to be
NO talking in the restroom. How are you supposed to respond when
you're taking a crap?
"Hey, mate, how are you doin'today?
"Doin justfine."
"Sure don sound it."
Isn't there any common respect among men anymore? How should
one respond to the toilet talk?
-Anonymous

SUDOKUPUZZLE
1

HOW TO PLAY

6
3

Vb.

•Each row (horizontal
line) must have numbers
1-9 in any order but each
digit can only appear
once.

•

2

6
1

6
•

9

•

3

• •Each column (vertical
g line) must have numbers
1-9 in any order but each
I digit can only appear
••
once.
•Each 3x3 box must
have numbers 1-9 in any
order but each digit can
a only appear once.

2 4

97

g There is only one correct

answer!

I didn't know that there was any common respect among
to begin with ... but seriously, if the same person is
men
college
while you are using the bathroom, try talking to
you
bothering
occasion and tell him that it is a little weird and
another
him on
that you could use some privacy. If he's normal, this should deter
his bad potty etiquette. If there is just some random guy talking
to you,ignore him he'll go away eventually. Another option is to
turn on the hand dryer in the bathroom so that you can't hear
anyone while you do your thing.

There tends to be a lot ofguys who like me and my girlfriend gets
jealous and mad about it. How can I keep thisfrom happening?
-Please help!
Sometimes guys are just attracted to certain girls,
whether it is because they have a fun personality or are just pretty. No matter the reason that guys flock to you, make sure your
friend realizes that it is not that important to you, but your
friendship is. Try including her in the conversation when guys
come up and talk to you, make sure you introduce her and make
her feel included! If you are flirting heavily and totally ignoring
her, she's naturally going to get angry, so try to avoid that type of
situation. If her attitude doesn't improve when you make the
effort, you probably don't want to be friends with her.
Got a predicament? Need some help?
advice_gurl@)post.com.
Questions may be anonymous.
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Field Hockey
10/27 UM
Fairfield
Record: 5- 1 1

Football
10/27 UM
Northeastern
Record: 2-6
Andrew Prindie + The Maine Campus
Saturday's
during
meet
Island.
The women's team was
against Rhode
Swimmers launch into the water
victorious while the men's team fell to the Rams.

Swimming
from page 20
I think that it really was a good
meet today because I think everyone
was doing their best The girl's team
won and the guy's team still looked
good while losing," Cully Wakelin
said.
"The boys swam very well;URI is
a stronger team," coach Nitardy said.
Jeremy Bender helped the men's
team in points by finishing first in
both the 1000freestyle(10:00.51)and
500freestyle(4:55.60) and second in
the 200fly(2:01.55).

Football
from page 20
Northeastern (1-7, 0-5) was led
by standout running back Maurice
Murray who tied the Northeastern
career rushing touchdown record
with the 36th of his career. That

"Being my first year in college
and with the team its bard to have
expectations, but the first meet got me
really pumped up for the rest of the
year," Bender said.
Wakelin took first in two events as
well,placing ahead of URI in the 100
breaststroke (1:01.50) and the 100
freestyle(48.22).
Jake Kwapiszeski also stood out,
placing second in the 100 backstroke
(56.87) and third in the 200 backstroke(2:(M.94).
The men's team of Kevin
Guetterman, Dan Thornton, Ryan
Wonsor and Doug Moulton finished
the meet by placing second in the 400
freestyle relay with a time of 3:20.24.

Finally, the men's and women's
diving teams dominated in the 1- and
3-meter by taking two of the top three
spots in all events.
For the women, Megan Ban-ett
took second in the one meter and
Samantha Graham took third.
Graham placed first in the three
meter,followed by Laura Williamson
who took third.
Keith Burgle and Isaac Forbes
held strong as well. Burgie took the
top spotin the three meter,and second
in the one meter. Forbes placed third
in both events.
On Nov. 10,UMaine will travel to
New York where they will face Stony
Brook

four-yard score gave the Huskies a
brief 14-10 lead with 4:10 to play in
the third quarter.
With 2:32 left in the third,
Flueffen gave UMaine a 17-10 lead
with a 23-yard run. His 126 yards
on the ground marked the third
straight game and fifth of the season where he went over the 100yard mark on the ground.

Tony Lott caught a 33-yard
touchdown pass from Orio in the
second quarter for Northeastern.
UMaine will look to win two
straight for the first time this season
on Saturday at Alfond Stadium as
they play conference foe Towson,
which is coming off a 27-17 loss to
Colgate this past weekend. Kickoff
is set for noon.

that inning, he made his final trip even matter that the team was on
from the dugout to the mound, the verge of losing the game; the
replacing Jose Veras with none fans wanted to show just how much
other than Mariano Rivera. This they appreciated Tone and Rivera
from page 17
time around the "Joe Tone" chants and what they meant to the city of
chants, acknowledging the crowd's were twice as loud and just as mov- New York.
Even though Rivera will most
touching gesture but keeping his ing. When the "Enter Sandman"
eyes fixated on the ground. Later song by Metallica came on it didn't likely be offered a new contract during the offseason,it is still not a sure
thing, especially with Tone leaving
the Bronx. Both Rivera and Jorge
Posacla, the veteran catcher, can
elect to test the market and have
threatened to do so if Tone was not
offered a new contract. At this
point, there is uncertainty as to who
will replace Tone and who will still
Maine vs. Towson
be or not be on the field come openSaturday, November 3,
ing day. One thing is for sure, however; George Steinbrenner & Sons
Noon - Alfond Stadium
will do everything in their power to
close out the "House that Ruth
Built" with a World Series championship.
Clearly, anything short of
Maine vs. New Brunswick (ex)
that is an absolute failure and will
Thursday, November 1
result in some drastic changes.
7:30 p in Alfond Menu
Whether these changes will have a
positive impact on the team next
season remains to be seen.
With Tone gone it looks probable that the top choices to replace
Maine vs Dalhousie (ex)
him are former Yankee catcher Joe
Friday, November 2,
Girardi and 2007 Yankee bench
/ p.m. - The Pit
coach Don Mattingly. A decision
regarding the managerial situation
is to possibly be made in the comyour (Ass ot
ing week, if allowed by MLB
Commissioner Bud Selig on the
next World Series off day.

Vinkees

This week in Maine
Athletics:
Football

Women's Basketball

Men's Basketball

1944 Super Fan Cord
Get
punched at oil three of these events this
weeki

20
14

Men's Ice Hockey
10/26 UM
Northeastern
10/27 UM
Northeastern
Record: 4-2

3
2
4
3

Women's Ice Hockey
2
10/27 UM
Boston College 3
Record: I-5-1

Men's Soccer
10/27 UM
Stony Brook

0
1

Women's Soccer
10/25 UM
Vermont
10/28 UM
Stony Brook
Record: 6-7-3

Volleyball
10/26 UM
Binghamton
10/27 UM
UMBC
Record: 3-19

3
3
1

Men's X-Country
10/27 America East
Championships
4th of 9 teams

Women's X-Country
10/27 America East
Championships
4th of 9 teams
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Steinbrenner uses Torre as
scapegoat for team's struggles
Men's Basketball
7 p.m., Friday, Nov. 2,
vs. Dalhousie (Exhibition)
in Orono

Women's Basketball
7:30 p.m.,Thursday, Nov. 1,
vs. New Brunswick (Exhibition)
in Orono

Football
Noon,Saturday, Nov. 3,
vs.Townson
in Orono

Men's Ice Hockey
7 p.m., Friday, Nov. 2,
vs. Boston College.
in Chestnut Hill, MA

After 2002,the Yankees'organization began signing pricey hadAs much attention in the been veterans in an effort to bring
Northeast looms around the Boston the glory days back to New York.
Red Sox's chance of winning their This proved to be a bust. They even
second World Series since 2004, tried bringing back some of the
there is also a lot being published pieces of the '90s dynasty, but that
about the Yankees managerial still culminated without a World
search and the player contract rene- Series ring.
gotiations of Jorge Posada,Mariano
Rivera, Andy Pettitte and Alex
Rodriguez.
The Yankees, who were recently
At this point there is much
knocked out of the ALDS against
uncertainty as to who will
the Cleveland Indians, have not
won a pennant since 2000, a year replaceJoe and who will still
which many call the end of a great
dynasty. In the '90s, the team broke be or not be on thefield come
out of an 18-year championship
opening day.
drought, christening coach Joe
Tone's term in the Bronx with a
World Series ring in 1996,his debut
year. Straight out of the Yankees'
Of course, when things are not
farm system, shortstop Derek Jeter,
right-handed pitcher Mariano going right with the team there
Rivera and southpaw pitcher Andy always must be somebody to
Pettitte also saw their first official blame. There is a need for one perseason in pinstripes that year. It was son to take the responsibility for the
a time when a bunch of ordinary tal- entire organization's failure. The
ent — not the overpaid star-studded victim this year just so happened to
lineup that has choked on the big be the 12-year, four-time World
stage the last seven years — played Series champion manager, Joe
the game of baseball the right way. Tone. Quite frankly,I don't believe
Back then, the players did the sim- he deserved any of the liability for
ple things to win games; there was the team's hapless and pathetic
less reliance on one hitter in the postseason efforts. It's not his fault
lineup-to hit the long ball. Instead, that the potential 2007 AL MVP
each player did what was expected and AL Clutch Player of the Year
of them in a combined effort to win can't fmd his stroke in the postseason, that Derek Jeter seemed to be
as a team.

By Jeremy Levine

J.
30/

an automatic double-play out whenever he stepped in the batter's box
or that Roger Clemens tarnished the
Yankees' chances of overcoming
the Tribe in Game 4.Yes,Torre was
offered a one-year,$5 million dollar
contract for 2008 and would still be
the highest-paid manager in the
Majors, but it was never about the
money with him, or so it seems.
a
In his press conference, TOM
flat-out said that he felt disrespected
by an organization that he had done
so much for, which he helped lead
to 12 Consecutive postseason
appearances. He felt that the team
no longer had trust or faith in him
and thought it was the appropriate
time to walk away with whatever
dignity he had left.
I was lucky enough to go to
Game 4 of the 2007 ALDS,and to
sit among the notorious bleacher
creatures of Yankee Stadium,
despite having to witness the Tribe
celebrate on sacred and foreign soil.
I was among the 50-or-so thousand
fans present to give Joe Torre his
fmal ovation. The atmosphere at the
stadium was eerily electric when he
made his first visit to the mound in
the eighth inning to calm down Jose
Veras. Finally, it was the fans'
opportunity to pay tribute and thank
him for his accomplishments during
his tenure in pinstripes. He
remained humble throughout all the

See YANKEES on page 16

sugarloafiusa

Sunday River

Women's Ice Hockey
7 p.m., Friday, Nov. 2,
vs. Clarkson
in Orono

COLLEGE PASS
Ski & ride two great resorts every day of the season
for just 299. Valid every day—no blackout dates.

Men's Soccer
2 p.m.,Wednesday, Oct. 31,
vs.Albany
in Albany, NY

Volleyball
7 p.m., Friday, Nov. 2,
vs. Stony Brook
in Stony Brook, NY
1 p.m., Sunday, Nov.4,
vs. Hartford
in West Hartford, CT

Nov

Doc 10"

Attc-r )or: IU

vailable to foll-tene college students only

Purchase your pass today at Maine Bound Adventure Center
or at the Student Recreation and Fitness Center.
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UM tips Retrievers,
beaten by Bearcats
By Kevin Bailey

mined to control the tempo.
Hustling to every ball and digging
This weekend,the University of consistently, the Black Bears
Maine volleyball team faced two showed a new level of intensity.
America Fast foes. On Friday, the Going point for point almost the
Black Bears fell to Binghamton entire game, UMaine was able to
but were able to surmount a huge rally and finish off a tight one 30victory against UMBC on 28.
In the second game, UMaine
Saturday. The win brought their inwas able to maintain its intensity,
conference record to 2-7.
Binghamton arrived in Orono but a few key points down the
with a respectable 14-14 record, stretch helped UMBC pull out a
and 5-2 America Fast standing. 30-28 victory. With the match tied
But the Black Bears were prepared 1-1,the next game would go along
and matched them well in the first way in deciding the victor. The
game. Never separated by more Black Bears mounted the pressure
than four points, the opening game and opened up a huge mid-game
proved to be dead even, withjunior lead, out-killing the Retrievers 19Amanda Armstrong coming 11. They appeared to just have
through with several big kills to more desire in this one. Megan
keep Maine in the game. Though Smith's huge final two points
Maine out-killed Binghamton 18- helped UMaine close out a 30-24
Noelle Keyser + The Maine Campus 14, it was the Bearcats who were victory.
Finding themselves one game
able to pull away in the end for a
UMaine's Alex Rickett tries to keep control of the ball, working for a potential shot on Vermont's goal.
away
from a big win, the Black
30-26 win.
The second game started in Bears were determined not to give
an inch. This game
quite the same
was representative
manner, with each
of
the entire match,
team exchanging
Volleyball
as
it
was a tight one
and
battling
from Tyler ilasman. Vermont went own goal at 40:16 into the first peri- points
By Danielle Young
down to the end.
momento
gain
the
on to win the game 2-0, handing od.
By hanging tough, Maine was able
The second half brought a lot of tum. It was not until midway
The University of Maine men's Maine its first home loss of the seato rally for big points down the
that
Binghamton
through
the
game
soccer team dropped a pair of home son. Vermont had a slight 11-9 back and forth action, but, due to
stretch
to get the 30-26 victory,
was able to create a little breathing
games this week as their record fell advantage in shots. Kostic made the soggy field conditions, neither
taking
the
match.
From
there,
room, going up 22-15.
to 3-12-1 on the season and 1-5-1 in four saves on the day while team could do much of anything.
Perhaps the most impressive
recover
and
was
unable
to
Maine
Catamounts' keeper Roger Scully Maine would take a heartbreaking
conference play.
part of the victory was the endloss in the game and Stony Brook lost another -tough one 30-24. In
On Wednesday afternoon at saved three shots.
match numbers., Led"by ,113 kills,
game',
and
final
the
third
would improve its record to 9-6-2
Alumni Field, Maine faced their
from Allman and 13 from Megan
Binghamton
used
their
momentum
overall and 3-3-1 in conference
first opponent, the Vermont
Men's Soccer
play. Maine keeper Ben Piotrowski to finish off the Black Bears. At Smith, Maine tallied 72 in the
Catamounts. There was no scoring
game,just seven shy of an all-time
made two saves while his replace- one polite, stringing together eight
in the first half, but in the second
school
record. It was clearly a
This past Saturday afternoon, ment Giacomo Brunino made one consecutive points, the Bearcats
half, Vermont was the first to strike.
strong
team
effort, with the team
opened up a lead too big to overThe Catamounts' Justin Geibel Maine played its last regular season save in the game. Stony Brook outpulling
out
a
season-high 105 digs
come
and
were
able
to
clinch
the
found teammate Lee Stephen home game against Stony Brook on shot Maine 13-6.
and five Black Bears registering
victory
30-14.
The Maine men's soccer team
Kouadio, who made a swift move a rain-soaked Alumni Field. In the
While Maine was out-blocked double-digit kills. Another nearpast Maine keeper Nemanja Kostic first half, Stony Brook got on the will compete in its final game of the
16-10
in the match, they did tally record was achieved by first-year
and scored on an open net at 62:34. scoreboard when a Maine defender season on Wednesday, Oct. 31,
more
kills
than the Bearcats,led by Paige Tortorello. Her 62 assists fell
Vermont later added to its lead at deflected a header into his own when they travel to Albany for a 2
Armstrong's
11 and Lindsay just short of the school record of
82:33. Loren Hill scored on a pass goal. Maine was charged with an p.m. start time.
Allman's nine. Along with Allman, 68.
Riding the momentum of this
Ashlee Wright contributed 13 digs,
huge
win, Maine will hit the road
26
and Jessica Wolfenden had
for
games
this weekend against
assists.
On Saturday, UMBC came into Stony Brook and Hartford. They
town with an even more impres- will then return to Orono on Nov.9
sive 19-8 record. But from the to face Albany in their final home
start, UMaine appeared deter- game of the season.

Soccer nearing season's close

"Maine's Action Summit"
and UMaine Course

Powering the
Creative Economy

U Maine's Continuing and Distance Education Division

is
pleased to offer a 3 credit course as part of Juice: Powering
the Creative Economy, Maine's Action Summit conference to be
held November 16-17, 2007 in Camden and Rockland.

Course starts

November
3rd
THREE
SATURDAYS
November 3,
November 10,
and
December 1

Powering and Informing
the Creative Economy
ECO 370 / ENG 429 / NMD 398 / UST 300
Registration for the course will include attendance at the
conference with additional course meetings on three Saturdays
- November 3, 10, & December 1.
The course will explore, analyze, and critique what is meant by
a "creative economy" and its relevance for the economic, social
and cultural future of Maine and the United States.
For more information visit our website at

REGISTER BY
November 2

ill

rin

UNIVERSITY 151

MAINE

http://dllumaine.edu/cd
or call 207-581-3143
Continuing & Distance Education Division
rice'Gottirecaw to de Atafie
Division of Lifelong Learning • A Member of the University of Maine System
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CLASSIFIEDS
Rooms for Rent
2 min. walk from UMO
$400.00 all utilities included
866-7888 grad students

Spring Break '08
The Ultimate Party
Lowest Prices
Reps Wanted
Free Travel & Cash
www.sunsplashtours.corn
1-800-426-7710

University Bartending
Classes Start Soon!
1-800-U-CAN-MIX
www.universitybartending.com Spring Break '08
SIGN UP NOW!!!
The Ultimate Party
Lowest Prices
WANTED-To buy.
Free Meal/ Drinks
Used Laptop with Windows XP By Nov. 1
And Microsoft Office
www.sunsplashtours.corn
866-4786
1-800-426-7710

To submit your classified ad, please call us at 581-1271
or visit our office, 131 Memorial Union
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Red Sox rookies sending
rickety Rockies reeling

Thrrr and Out
By Sean Hladick,Johnathon Madore and Steven Moran
From the minds of WMEB's newest sports talk show,"Three and
Out," come three hot topics from the world of sports. It's your weekly
pill for instant sports relief.

The official trade involved Miami sending Antoine Walker, Michael
Doleac and Wayne Simien, with a conditional first-round draft pick, to
the Timberwolves for Ricky Davis and Mark Blount. The deal featured
three former Boston Celtics: Davis, Walker and Blount, and quite
frankly,I think Miami was robbed.
I know the Heat were straggling in preseason and needed a fill-in for
the injured Dwayne Wade,but is Davis really that guy? Noted as a problematic locker room presence, how are his 17 points per game last year
going to help when he starts complaining about playing time two
months into the season?
By contrast, they traded away Walker, who only scored eight and a
half points per game last year, but is acclaimed for his great locker room
presence and ability to boost team chemistry. The deal,in effect, gets rid
of Walker's large contract, but also brings in Blount's hefty contract,
which is only one year shorter. The most ridiculous part of this trade is
that Miami gave up a conditional first-rounder as well.
The Heat should have really asked themselves if the (ideally) extra
eight and a half points per game will be worth a first-rounder and locker room chaos. And if they already did, then they have bigger issues
ahead of them this season.
- Sean

Second Down: High Flyin' Matt Ryan and the BC
Eagles.
Move over Tom Brady, David Ortiz and Kevin Garnett, there's
another Boston superstar in the making. Amidst the thrill of Boston
sports mania, the amazing run of the Boston College Eagles (8-0, 4-0
ACC)has been somewhat overlooked.
The Eagles are led by senior quarterback Matt Ryan,who has thrown
for a gaudy 2,433 yards and 19 touchdowns, while completing 61 percent of his passes during the first eight games of the season. Ryan is a
leading candidate for the Heisman trophy, given to the player voted as
the best in college football each season.
In a signature effort against the impressive Virginia Tech defense,
Ryan managed to overcome a shaky start, throwing for two touchdowns
in the games fmal 2:11 to defeat the eighth-ranked team in the nation.
The final pass was something Tom 'Terrific himself would have been
proud of, a 24-yard beauty to wide out Andre Callender.
Brady may soon be facing the young quarterback on the gridiron as
Ryan's excellent pocket presence and ability to make difficult throws
into coverage have him at the top of early NFL draft projection. With
this stellar quarterback leaving town soon, Boston should take notice
and take the time to enjoy the magical run Ryan and his Eagles are putting together this season.
- Steve

Third Down: Hank Steinbrenner told the New York
Daily News,'We want to win the World Series every year,
but we're not stupid enough to think we can do it every
year. Like everybody else who has that goal, basically
you've got to be patient."
I was ridiculed by my "peers" for not talking about the Red Sox in
last week's column,so I've decided to spite them Somewhere between
recovering from shock and actually comprehending Hank's comments,
I realized that this was the most intelligible thing I've heard from
Steinbrenner since Larry David's alter ego claimed,"You could put that
fancy mustard on a shoe and it would taste pretty good to me."
The media and fans in New York arejust having a field day with poor
ol' Hank, minus the poor of course. The winning culture in New York
has started to go to everyone's head. Those four World Championship
teams from 1996 to 2000 were built around home-grown talent, team
chemistry and key mid-season acquisitions. And then,for some reason,
the Yankees figured they could win a title every year, something that is
just not conceivable. The spending spree, for the most part, has finally
ended and they are bank to building the team from within.
But if Joe Torre couldn't win right away,then who is to think that the
new manager will be able to? Believe it or not,Hank knows what he is
talking about. He is George's son, remember, and it is time everyone
gets off his back.
- John

Out:

series deficit, the Sox have
continued their torrid hitting,
abusing the Rockies staff for
25 runs in three games. Kevin
Youkilis has been a major contributor to the success of the
offense.
Youk — batting almost .400
with four homers and 10 runs
batted in — sat out the first six
innings in game three. He was
8-for-13 with six runs batted in
over the final three games
against Cleveland in the ALCS.
The offensive barrage, thanks
in part to Red Sox regular season MVP Mike Lowell, has set
numerous post-season team
records. The Sox are the first
team to score 10 or more runs
five times in one post-season.
Lowell is second only to
Manny in RBI's with 14. His
bat behind David Ortiz and
Ramirez has created a force to
be reckoned with. Even J.D.
Drew, who underachieved in
the regular season, has 11
RBI's and had a crucial grand
slam in game six of the ALCS
to help get the Sox back to the
World Series.
While a 3-0 series lead isn't
always safe (i.e. the 2004
Yankees), this Red Sox bunch
is "as cool as the other side of
the pillow." They aren't affected by Manny's comments or
even a 3-1 deficit. When you
have guys like Ortiz, Beckett.
Ramirez and Schilling, it's
easy to be confident. This team
is more than just confident —
they believe. In 2004, T-shirts
all over New England read
"Believe in Boston." That
belief was instilled in the players then and has carried over to
the latest version of Sox.
the
Rockies
Although
deserve a ton of credit for their
truly improbable run, they ran
into a team and a city that has
an unyielding faith. While the
series may be over when
you're reading this, just
remember that it could be
another 86 years before we get
to celebrate again.

Al2out Study Abtroad?
Come meet various study
abroad representatives at
the....
UMaine Study Abroad Fair
Wednesday, October 31
Memorial Union Ground Floor
1 1AM - 2PM

Programs Represented:
ACacierrilc
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You can catch us each week on 91.9 FM,WMEB from 7 a.m. to 9
a.m. or read us every other week right here in The Maine Campus. From
Sean, John and Steve, we are three and we are out.
t
i
----------------------------------------------------

members of the 2004 team still
playing in Boston. Curt
Three years ago Saturday, Schilling's game six performthe Boston Red Sox ended an ance in the ALCS, in which he
86-year-old
curse.
This threw seven innings allowing
Saturday, they moved to within only six hits, further solidifies
one win of their second World his already strong post-season
Series title in four years. resume. He followed that up
Unfortunately, this issue goes with a tough 5 1/3 innings, givto press before Sunday's game ing up just one run in game two
of the World Series. Schilling
four.
In 2004, the Red Sox won came to Boston in 2004 to
eight straight while displaying bring a championship and
a calm demeanor both on the delivered. As he walked off the
field and off it. This year's 25- mound Thursday night, tipping
man squad is eerily similar. his cap three times to the
Whether it is Manny Ramirez Fenway Faithful, he was poised
and his Jack Sparrow-esque to help win another one.
dreadlocks or the bullpen jam
session, this team looks and
acts much like their 2004 counterparts.
In 2004, the team was a
much older, scrappier bunch
This team is more than just
with the likes of Dave Roberts,
Trot Nixon and Bill Mueller. In
confident — they believe.
2007, contributions from the
young rookies, Dustin Pedroia
and Jacoby Ellsbury, as well as
the elder rookies, Daisuke
and
Hideki
Matsuzaka
Okajima, have helped propel
As dominant as Schilling
this team to the World Series.
has
been throughout his career,
roles
in
crucial
four
played
All
this post-season has belonged
the game three victory.
Leading off for the first time to Josh Beckett. After helping
this post-season, Ellsbury the Florida Marlins beat the
showed patience at the plate on New York Yankees in six
his way to a four-hit night. His games in 2003, Beckett was on
performance, combined with his way to becoming the next
Pedroia's three-hit night, got great pitcher in the second seathe offense rolling early and son. This October, he hasn't
gave the Sox breathing room disappointed. Beginning with
his complete-game shutout of
late.
Matsuzalca went more than the Angels in the division
five innings for the first time in series, all the way up to his
his post-season career and had game one mastery in the World
a crucial two-out, two-run sin- Series, Beckett has simply
gle in the six-run third inning been the best. He has amassed
for Boston. Dice-K showed 35 strikeouts in 30 innings,
incredible poise and was able while allowing just four earned
to effectively shut down the runs in four starts this post-seaRockies attack. He looked son.
While the pitching has been
every bit as good, if not better,
than he did in game seven of superb thus far, their offense
has been hotter than Death
the ALCS.
The Red Sox run this post- Valley in the past 10 days.
season would not be possible After outscoring the Indians
without the help of the six 30-5 to come back from a 3-1

By Alex Leonard

First Down: Former Celtics Walker and Davis swapped
in mega-steal.

•
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Torre says goodbye to Yankees. Bronx Bombers
look forward to future with new skipper.
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UM has flawless weekend against Northeastern
Black Bears improve to 4-2following two victories in Boston, rankedfirst in America East standings
the third period, when Maine
finally took over for good. At
The University of Maine the 9:35 mark of the third perimen's ice hockey team traveled od, first-year forward Tanner
to Northeastern University over House scored the first goal of
the weekend to face off in a his career to give the University
two-game series with the of Maine their third win of the
Huskies in their first Hockey season. Wes Clark tallied his
second assist of the game. Ben
East matchup of the season.
Maine had a 2-2 record com- Bishop continued his phenomestopping
play,
15
ing into the series and was still nal
Northeastern
the
final
shots
in
carrying momentum from their
sweep of Mercyhurst College in frame of the game. The Black
Bears brought the clutch 3-2
the home opener at the Alfond.
Northeastern jumped out to win back to the hotel with them.
Saturday night proved to be
the early lead on Friday night
another
close game and another
when junior Dennis McCauley
would boost the
that
match
netted his first goal of the season at 7:07 of the first period. Black Bears' status in the
National and Hockey East polls.
Maine was quick .
The game started
to respond, howoff rather slow
ever, and did not
Hockey
Men's
with no goals by
let the' game get
either
team.
hand.
out of
Another junior, Jeff Marshall, Maine outshot the Huskies in
scored his first of the year on a the first, 13-9, and each team
redirection just over five min- got a power play chance. The

By Sean Sullivan

utes later to even the score at 1-

Black Bears scored the first goal

1.

of the game 1:11 into the second
period when junior Chris Hahn
buried his third goal of the season in his sixth game. Maine
built up their lead later in the
period when first-year defenseman Jeff Dimmen scored the
first goal of his UMaine career.
Bret Tyler and Vince Laise were
credited
with assists on
Dimmen's goal.
"Playing with Dims [Jeff
Dimmen] has been great; he's
really learning the system fast,"
senior defensemen Bret Tyler
said before the games in
Northeastern. Tyler's observa-

Northeastern came out flying
in the second period on the
power play and buried another
goal just 18 seconds into the
period. Sophomore Greg Costa
was credited with the goal, and
Northeastern was up 2-1. Maine
got their power play opportunity
eight minutes later when the
Huskies took a hooking penalty.
Senior Keenan Hopson took
advantage
and
beat
Northeastern goaltender Brad
Thessien. to even the score at 22.
The score stayed even until

Sean Collins + The Maine Campus
UMaine Hockey's Ben Bishop takes shots-during practice at Alfond Arena.
tion was proven with that goal
on Saturday night. Maine continued to boost their lead at
11:49 of the second when
Keenan Hopson scored his second goal of the weekend in a
shorthanded situation. Maine
had the 3-0 lead until Tyler
McNeely finally beat the brick
wall that is Ben Bishop at 12:36
of the second period.
The Bears took the 3-1 lead
into the third_ where they again

showed thelliskies they could
play despite their youth. Vince
Laise scored his first goal of the
season just over six and a half
minutes into the period. Wes
Clark and Jeff Marshall were
credited with assists on Vince's
goal. Northeastern made an
attempt at a comeback scoring
two goals late in third, but
Bishop was able to shutdown
the push, making another 12
saves in the period. The Black

Bears completed the sweep of
the Northeastern Huskies and
improved to 4-2 on the season
and 2-0 in Hockey East play.
Maine
continues
their
Hockey East odyssey next
weekend with one game at
Boston College before returning
to the Alfond to skate with the
Providence Friars. Maine will
try to carry the momentum from
this series into Chestnut Hill,
Mass. next weekend.

Solid start for Maine aquatics Bears beat Huskies
Swimming, diving kick off'07 season with strong home showing
By Dana Bulba
The University of Maine men's
and women's swimming and diving
teams got off to a great start in their
2007-2008 season this past Saturday
as the women's team slaughtered the
University of Rhode Island, 184-116.
The men's team swam very well but
was unable to gamer enough wins
and fell to URI 185-114.
The women started the meet off
on a great foot by placing first in the
200 medley relay with a time of
1:52.74. KM O'Donnell and Mimi
Clovanec followed the win by going
1-2 in the 1000 freestlye, Chovanec
placing first (10:30.95) and
O'Donnell following dose behind
(10:46.02).
"They both started the meet out
with best times," coach Skip Nitardy
said,adding,"they started right off on
fire."
Colleen Miller dominated the 200
freestyle with a time of 1:56.99; Kari

Boffa came in a close second with a the 200 fly. Chovanec added another
time of 1:59.02. Both Miller and first place win in the 200 breaststroke
Boffa continued to rack points for with a time of 2:1131.
UMaine, placing first in numerous
Coming close to the end, the
events. Boffa took the lead in the 100 women's team finished 1-2-3 in the
freestyle with a time of 55.17. IS/filler 100 fly. Maeg Fisher took fist in
placed first in the 50freestyle(25.19), 1:00.19, followed by teammates Adi
500 freestyle (5:15.74) and both Levy (1:00.69) and Grobmyer
Miller and Boffa anchored the win in (1:0132).
The individual races ended with
the 200 freestyle what Grobmyer
Swimming
and O'Donnell took two of the top
three spots;Grobmyer placing second
the 400 freestyle relay with team- (2:16.02) and O'Donnell following
mates Kerstin Fenton and Caitlin close behind with a time of 2:17.02.
Shelley (3:41.17).
"I had a rough season last year so
The women's perfoimance kept I was happy with my swims today,"
up as the meet went on,having almost O'Donnell said."It's my senior year —
every event dominated by UMaine. I've got nothing to lase, and I'm havShelley took the win in the 100 ing fun with it."
breaststroke in 1:08.52,and teammate
The men's team held strong
Megan McLean placed third against URI, placing in the top three
(1:09.99).
in almost all events.
A second and third place wins
went to Kerstin Fenton(2:12.08)and
See SWIMMING on page 16
Mackenzie Grobrnyer (2:12.35) in

Weekend showersfail to slow down Maine
By Adam Clark

Calderon intercepted an Anthony
Orio pass around midfield with
Coming into this weekend's 6:34 left in the game.
UMaine then went on a 12-play
game in Boston, the University of
Maine Black Bear football team drive that consumed 5:47 and sen
had endured six straight losses, ior placekicker Bobby Donnelly
including two where they blew sec- kicked a 31-yard field goal with 47
ond-half leads. On Saturday, they seconds remaining, one of his two
weren't about to have a repeat of field goals on the day.
the past two games.
In the first half,
sophomore widi
Jhamal Fluellen
Men's Football receiver Landis
rushed for 126
Williams caught
yards, including the
seven passes for
game -winning
105 yards, includ
touchdown, and
20 ing a 36-yard touch
Landis Williams UM
14 down reception to
caught a first-half Northeastern
give',Maine a 10-0
touchdown to lead
UMaine to a 20-14 win over lead in the second quarter. Williams
Northeastern I. rniversity amidst wet finished the game with eight catch
es for 107 yards and caught a
conditions at Parsons Field.
With the Black Bears (2-6, 1-4 touchdown for the third straight
Colonial Athletic Association)lead- game.
ing 17-14 and the Huskies driving
See FOOTBALL on page 16
for the go-ahead score in the fourth
quarter, junior safety Anthony

